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Abstract Assessing the inherent uncertainties in satellite data products is a challenging task. Diﬀerent
technical approaches have been developed in the Earth Observation (EO) communities to address the
validation problem which results in a large variety of methods as well as terminology. This paper reviews
state-of-the-art methods of satellite validation and documents their similarities and diﬀerences. First,
the overall validation objectives and terminologies are speciﬁed, followed by a generic mathematical
formulation of the validation problem. Metrics currently used as well as more advanced EO validation
approaches are introduced thereafter. An outlook on the applicability and requirements of current EO
validation approaches and targets is given.
1. Introduction
Errors in satellite data products are known unknowns. However, quantifying the quality of these products
by decomposing the inherent uncertainty components can be a very challenging task. Various and concep-
tually diﬀerent approaches have been developed in the Earth Observation (EO) communities to address the
validation problem for satellite-based data products. This has led to the development of diﬀerent method-
ological approaches as well as partly diﬀerent nomenclature, skill scores, and terminology, all to answer the
same question: How good is a particular data set?
Space agencies are tackling validation at the producer side for major ongoing global EO eﬀorts.
Examples include theenvironmental data recordsbeingdevelopedby theNationalOceanographic andAtmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA) and products or climate data records from the European Organisation for the
Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) [Yost, 2016], the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Climate
Change Initiative (CCI) [Hollmannet al., 2013;Dorigo et al., 2017], andNASA’s Earth systemdata records [Justice
et al., 2013]. At the user’s side, product accuracy requirements are being formulated by international programs
such as the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) [Bojinski et al., 2014]. There are eﬀorts under way to
increasingly standardize andmake product validation procedures and results traceable to the data user com-
munity. These eﬀorts range from the establishment of variable-speciﬁc validation protocols and frameworks
by, e.g., the Land Product Validation subgroup of the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS LPV)
to the establishment of traceability chains being developed for the climate change services in the framework
of the European Earth observation program Copernicus.
An overview of general validation practices for diﬀerent levels of EO data is provided by Zeng et al. [2015]
with a particular focus on the generation of long-term data records for Essential Climate Variables (ECV)
[Bojinski et al., 2014]. However, from these activities emerged an urgent need for a uniﬁcation of uncertainty
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terminology and validationmetrics across producer communities representing all spheres (land, atmosphere,
andocean). Sucha coordinationwill alsobebeneﬁcial for the consistent formulationof accuracy requirements
across products as developed internationally for example by GCOS (for climate) and for 13 other weather
and climate-related application areas within the WMO rolling review of requirements (http://www.wmo.int/
pages/prog/www/OSY/GOS-RRR.html).
This paper presents results from two workshops at the International Space Science Institute (ISSI) where
experts from very diﬀerent research ﬁelds met. During these workshops diﬀerent and complementary strate-
gies in quantifying the quality of satellite data productswere identiﬁed anddiscussed. Currently, there is a lack
of documentation of satellite validation strategies andmethods across the diﬀerent communities. This paper
therefore reviews the existing state-of-the-art methods in satellite validation and documents their similarities
and diﬀerences.
The major objectives of the present paper are the following: (1) to provide a review about the state of the art
in the ﬁeld of EO data validation with respect to the validation of satellite remote sensing-based data sets;
(2) to document diﬀerent EO validation techniques applied in rather diﬀerent communities including their
limitations and inherent assumptions; (3) to provide a summary of commonly applied terminologies and their
usage within diﬀerent research communities; and (4) to provide selected examples for EO data validation
techniques.
Based on the inventory made and examples given, we will discuss the applicability of generic EO data accu-
racy requirements and the need for more clearly deﬁned product requirement terms, e.g., those deﬁned
withinWorldMeteorological Organization (WMO) requirements for essential climate variable data sets [World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), 2011].
Starting from a very generic description of the EO validation problem, wewill ﬁrst introduce the general com-
ponents of an EO validation framework and the associated nomenclature (section 2), followed by a thorough
description of themathematical basis and basic metrics for validation, with a clear summary of their assump-
tions (section 3). Advanced EO validation approaches from diﬀerent research communities will be introduced
thereafter (section 4). A discussion on the applicability and limitations for diﬀerent EO validation strategies is
introduced (section 5), followed by the summary, conclusions, and recommendations.
Future satellite missions, satellite data product validation, and in situ data collection eﬀorts are expected to
beneﬁt from this joint community eﬀort by a clear deﬁnition of validation targets and terminology, raising
awareness on existing validation practices and methods within diﬀerent communities. This might also help
to develop improved sampling designs and approaches for continuous collection of reference data as well as
the deﬁnition of ﬁeld validation campaigns.
2. Validation Framework
2.1. Underlying Concepts and Terminology
Validation and uncertainty assessment is a crucial requirement from the end user perspective of a satellite
data product [Otto et al., 2016]. The term validation can, however, mean many things. For the land prod-
uct domain, Justice et al. [2000] deﬁned validation as the process of evaluating by independent means the
accuracy of satellite-derived land products and quantifying their uncertainties by analytical comparison with
reference data.
Rodgers [2000] deﬁned the purpose of validation as the conﬁrmation that the theoretical characterization and
error analysis actually represent the properties of the real data. In themetrology (i.e., “measurement science”)
community, validation is understood to be a veriﬁcation against requirements which ensure that the data are
adequate for an intended use [see Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM), 2012]. Veriﬁcation, similar
to evaluation here means conﬁrmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that requirements have
been fulﬁlled. In otherwords, validation is a speciﬁc case of veriﬁcation,which takes into account the intended
use of the data products. Clearly, this is a more demanding interpretation. For instance: not only does one
test whether reported uncertainties are realistic, they also have to be small enough for the envisaged use
case. Across the diﬀerent Earth observation communities, a key component in any validation exercise is the
consistency check (comparison) of the remote sensing datawith referencemeasurementswhich are assumed
to be representative of the truth, at least within their own reported uncertainties.
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The EO and reference data are in an ideal case both linked to a stated metrological reference through an
unbroken chain of calibrations or comparisons, each contributing to the stated measurement uncertainty.
This is the so-called traceability of themeasurements, as deﬁned in the International Vocabulary ofMetrology,
the VIM [JGCM, 2012]. In practice, reference data can range from fully SI (Système International) traceable to
loosely agreed community standards. Ground measurements that are fully characterized and traceable are
often called ﬁducial reference measurements (FRM) [Donlon et al., 2014]. Examples of visualized traceability
chains for measurements of several land and atmosphere ECVs were produced in the EC FP7 project QA4ECV
(http://www.qa4ecv.eu). Exemplary work to ensure the traceability of the GRUAN (GCOS Reference Upper Air
Network) radiosondes was published by Dirksen et al. [2014], and similar work is ongoing, for instance, for
the Network for Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) and for the Total Carbon Column
Observing Network (TCCON).
The EO data are in practice rarely fully traceable, for instance, because fundamental calibrations done in
the laboratory prelaunch cannot be repeated in space. Consequently, the comparison against reference
measurements in a validation exercise is often the only way to link the EO data back to an agreed standard.
It is important to clarify herewhat exactly is understood bymeasurement uncertainty, as the terms “error” and
“uncertainty” are often used interchangeably within the scientiﬁc community. The VIM [JCGM, 2012] deﬁnes
the measurement uncertainty as a nonnegative parameter describing the dispersion of the quantity values
attributed to a measurand. The measurement error on the other hand is the diﬀerence between the mea-
sured value and the true value, i.e., a single draw from the probability density function (PDF) determined by
the measurement uncertainty. The measurement error can contain both a random and a systematic compo-
nent. While the former averages out over multiple measurements, the latter does not. A summary of relevant
terminology is provided in Table 1.
Uncertainties in the reference and EOmeasurements are derived from a consideration of the calibration chain
in each system and the statistical properties of outputs of themeasurement system (cf. the traceability chains
discussedearlier). TheGuide to the expressionofUncertainty inMeasurement (GUM) [JCGM, 2008, 2009, 2011]
prescribes how these component uncertainties are combined to give an overall uncertainty associated with
measurements from each system, denoted in the current paper with ux and uy .
In the validation process (see section 2.2), also the uncertainty due to imperfect spatiotemporal colloca-
tion must be taken into account in the consistency check. This uncertainty is not related to an individual
measurementbut to thediﬀerences in samplingand smoothingproperties of diﬀerentmeasurement systems.
It must be noted that the current paper focuses on that part of validation that deals with the compari-
son with reference data. Those communities that follow the broader metrological deﬁnition of validation
also include veriﬁcation against user requirements not directly related to the measurement accuracy such
as spatiotemporal coverage and resolution of the data set (e.g., Keppens et al. [2015], for the atmospheric
domain).
2.2. The Validation Process
While the validation aim is in principle straightforward, the actual implementation represents an extensive
process inwhich each individual step is subject to various assumptions andpotentially requires user decisions
which might make it a subjective approach.
Within most communities, detailed validation protocols have been established, tailored to the speciﬁc prod-
ucts and validation aims. Some examples can be found in the early work on SAGE II ozone proﬁle validation
using ozonesondes by Cunnold et al. [1989], the recent work on IASI radiance validation, from temperature
and water vapor proﬁles, developed by Calbet et al. [2011, 2016], and the detailed processing model for the
future QA/Validation service developed in QA4ECV [Compernolle et al., 2016].
Figure 1 shows the generic structure of the comparison part within a validation process. In the following, we
will describe thediﬀerent steps, highlightinguser decisions and assumptions. In particular, these assumptions
are discussed which can cause additional uncertainties aﬀecting the validation results.
2.2.1. Data
From an idealized perspective the input data x and y (e.g., satellite data and reference data) to the validation
process would be traceable to SI reference standards (see section 2.1). In practice this is rarely the case, and
the choice of reference data, in particular, is often a pragmatic decision. Typical considerations in this regard
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Table 1. Deﬁnitions and Their Source for Terms Commonly Used in EO Validationa
Term Deﬁnition Source
Veriﬁcation Conﬁrmation, through the provision of ISO:9000
objective evidence, that speciﬁed
requirements have been fulﬁlled
Validation (1) The process of assessing, by independent CEOS/ISO:19159
means, the quality of the data products
derived from the system outputs
(2) Veriﬁcation, where the speciﬁed VIM/ISO:99
requirements are adequate for an
intended use
evaluation The process of judging something’s quality The Cambridge Dictionary
Quality Degree to which a set of inherent characteristics ISO:9000
of an object fulﬁlls requirements
Quality indicator A means of providing a user of data or derived QA4EO
product with suﬃcient information to assess
its suitability for a particular application
Accuracy Closeness of agreement between a measured VIM/ISO:99, GUM
quantity value and a true quantity
value of a measurand. Note that it is not
a quantity and it is not given a numerical
quantity value.
Precision Closeness of agreement between indications or VIM/ISO:99
measured quantity values obtained by replicate
measurements on the same or similar objects
under speciﬁed conditions
Measurement error Measured quantity value minus a reference VIM def. 2.16
quantity value
diﬀerence of quantity value obtained by CEOS/ISO:19159
measurement and true value of
the measurand
Randommeasurement error Component of measurement error that in replicate VIM def. 2.19
measurements varies in an unpredictable manner
Systematic measurement error Component of measurement error that in VIM def. 2.17
replicate measurements remains constant
or varies in a predictable manner
Measurement uncertainty Nonnegative parameter characterizing VIM def. 2.26
the dispersion of the quantity values being
attributed to a measurand
Standard uncertainty Measurement uncertainty expressed as a VIM/ISO:99
standard deviation
Measurement bias Estimate of a systematic measurement error VIM def. 2.18
Traceability (Metrological traceability) Property of a VIM/ISO:99
measurement result relating the result to
a stated metrological reference (free deﬁnition
and not necessarily SI) through an
unbroken chain of calibrations of a measuring
system or comparisons, each contributing
to the stated measurement uncertainty
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Table 1. (continued)
Term Deﬁnition Source
Fiducial reference measurements (FRM) Suite of independent, fully characterized, [Donlon et al., 2014],
and traceable ground measurements that ESA’s SPPA division
follow the guidelines outlined by the
GEO/CEOS Quality Assurance framework
for Earth Observation (QA4EO)
Representativeness The extent to which a set of measurements [Nappo et al., 1982]
taken in a given space-time domain reﬂect
the actual conditions in the same or
diﬀerent space-time domain
Temporal stability (a) Ability of a data record to detect GCOS / VIM def.4.19
long-term trends, (b) property of a measuring
instrument to provide similar
measurements when the measurand remains
constant in time
aThese sources are, in particular, the ISOQualityManagement Principles (http://www.iso.org/iso/pub100080.pdf), the
International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM) [JGCM, 2012], and associated Guide to the expression of Uncertainty in
a Measurement (GUM) [JCGM, 2008], the Terms, Deﬁnitions, and Cal/Val Best Practices adopted by the Committee on
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) (http://calvalportal.ceos.org), and the WMO Quality Management Framework (QMF)
(http://www.bom.gov.au/wmo/quality_management.shtml).
include the followingquestions: (1)Do thedataprovide scientiﬁcallymeaningful estimates of the investigated
geophysical quantity? (2) Do these data suﬃciently cover the potential parameter space? (3) Are the data
expected to be accurate enough to be able to draw desired conclusions from the validation process? (4) Are
the data publicly available and accessible?
These points are all critical in maintaining end-to-end traceability in the validation process. Currently, many
of these considerations may not be adequately addressed and the choice of data is often based either on
practicality or onwhat is considered to be best suited for the validation procedure. These decisions, therefore,
aﬀect the overall credibility of the validation results.
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the general validation process.
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2.2.2. Quality Checking
Once a data set has been chosen, a quality assessment is required, and this is applicable also to any ancillary
data. Many data providers include information on data quality within their data sets. Data quality information
can be provided as simple binary ﬂags (good/poor data quality) or gradated ﬂags representing a number of
diﬀerent quality levels. Alternatively, data may be provided with quantitative uncertainty measures, and in
some cases, these can also be matched to a quality level description. Thresholds are commonly applied to
quality level descriptors or uncertainty information to determine which data to use in the validation process.
In some cases, additional checks may be necessary such as checking the physical plausibility of a given
measurement, visual inspection of the data, or tests for temporal consistency. In some communities, datamay
also be veriﬁed against a climatology to ensure that values lie within normal seasonal limits.
The decisionsmade here are generally application speciﬁc andmay be based on the volume of data available.
They may result in a reduction in spatiotemporal coverage of the available data and can aﬀect the represen-
tativeness of the data set.
2.2.3. Spatiotemporal Collocation
Spatiotemporal collocation is one of the more challenging aspects of a validation exercise. The following
concerns are to be addressed:
1. Collocated measurements should be close to each other relative to the spatiotemporal scale on which the
variability of thegeophysical ﬁeldbecomes comparable to themeasurement uncertainties, especiallywhen
intermittent and highly variable parameters are considered (e.g., convective precipitation).
2. If possible, diﬀerences in spatiotemporal resolution (horizontal, vertical, and temporal) should be
minimized.
3. The collocation criteria should take into account the need for suﬃcient collocated pairs for robust statistical
analysis. This need is often at odds with the ﬁrst concern, and a compromise must be made.
Broadly speaking, there are two categories of collocation methods: (1) those that keep the data on their orig-
inal grids and select the closest matches and (2) those that use interpolation and aggregation techniques
(e.g., regridding, resampling, and kriging) to bring both data sets onto the same grid and temporal scale.
The interpretation of “closest” in the former approach can lead to a wide variety of colocation criteria, from
simple metrics based on physical separation (distance, time) to more advanced methods such as the use of
backward trajectories or auxiliary data, providing additional guarantees that thegeophysical ﬁeld ismeasured
under similar circumstances (e.g., potential vorticity constraints in the atmospheric domain). This can include
also statistical tests for the representativeness of a data set based on, e.g., geostatistical analysis. Roman et al.
[2009] provide an example for the characterizationof the spatial representativeness of in situ, point-like obser-
vations for thevalidationof satellite surfacealbedodataproducts. Their approach isbasedona semivariogram
analysis.
Also, when regridding a data set, several options are available, ranging from linear interpolations to advanced
upscaling and downscaling schemes that enforce mass/surface/energy conservation and harmonization of
the actual measurement resolution. Note that the latter is not always equal/similar to the adopted sam-
pling grid.
Whichever colocationapproach is chosen, a remainingmismatch is almost inevitable, either due todiﬀerences
in resolution and ﬁeld of view, or even just a plain oﬀset inmeasurement location, like, e.g., caused due to the
satellite sounder having a sampling pattern that does not result in an exact overpass at the ground station.
When the resulting diﬀerences cannot be corrected for in the comparison, an additional uncertainty term
must be taken into account in the consistency check represented here by Σ.
This collocation uncertainty can be estimatedwith variousmethods such as triple collocation analysis [Gruber
et al., 2013], the use of structure functions or uncertainties derived from Observation System Simulation
Experiments (OSSE), etc. Since these methods are so speciﬁc to particular applications, a more detailed
explanation can be found in the particular examples shown in section 4.
2.2.4. Homogenization
In many cases, further homogenization between the two data sets is necessary before actual diﬀerences can
be computed. For instance, unit and other representation conversions are often required, and these can intro-
duce additional uncertainties, in particular, when ancillary data are used. For comparisons of measurements
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Table 2. Projects and Activities Related to EO Data Validation and Available Resources
Project Description References
IPWG Validation resources and server for http://www.isac.cnr.it/∼ipwg/calval.html
precipitation data validation
GPM Ground Validation server for precipitation http://gpm-gv.gsfc.nasa.gov/
GAIA-CLIM (H2020) Improving nonsatellite atmospheric reference http://www.gaia-clim.eu; The GAIA-CLIM
data, supporting their use in satellite Virtual Observatory; Deliverables D2.8,
validation, and identifying gaps D3.2, D3.4, D6.2, and D6.7
QA4ECV (FP7) Quality assurance for essential http://www.qa4ecv.eu; online traceability
climate variables chains; The QA4ECV Validation
Server; D2.4 (DPM)
OLIVE Evaluation and cross comparison of Weiss et al. [2014],
land variables http://calvalportal.ceos.org/web/olive
FIDUCEO (H2020) Fidelity and uncertainty in climate data http://www.ﬁduceo.eu
records from Earth Observations following
metrological principles
NORS CAMS NDACC validation server http://nors-server.aeronomie.be
MACC (now CAMS) Copernicus Atmospheric Monitoring Service D153.1: Atmospheric Service Validation
Protocol V2
CEOS-LPV Protocols for variable-speciﬁc validation and https://lpvs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
coordination of validation across land
product products
ESA CCI CCI Project guidelines http://cci.esa.int/sites/default/ﬁles/
ESA_CCI_Project_Guidlines_V1.pdf
ESA WACMOS-MED Quality assessment of diﬀerent satellite http://wacmosmed.estellus.fr
products (water and energy cycle) over
the Mediterranean area
ESA GlobVapour Quality assessment of satellite-based water http://globvapour.info/
vapor products and requirements
baseline documentation
CM SAF (EUMETSAT) Protocols for the validation of satellite data http://www.cmsaf.eu/docs/
records, i.e., requirements review documents
H SAF (EUMETSAT) Product validation service for precipitation, http://hsaf.meteoam.it
soil moisture and snow products
GEWEX water vapor assessment Overview of satellite, in situ, and ground-based http://gewex-vap.org/
water vapor data records, an archive of global
long-term water vapor data records on
common grid and period for intercomparison and
collocated radiosonde data from two diﬀerent
multistation long-term radiosonde archive
GEWEX cloud assessment Overview of satellite cloud data records and an http://climserv.ipsl.polytechnique.fr/
archive of global cloud data records on gewexca/index.html
common grid for intercomparison
RFA Overview of satellite and ground-based https://gewex-rfa.larc.nasa.gov/
radiation data records on common grid
for intercomparison
NPROVS NOAA Products Validation Server, https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/
colocating and comparing selected satellites, smcd/opdb/nprovs/
sondes and NWP on a daily basis
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Table 3. Software Tools Developed for EO Data Validation and Geoscientiﬁc Data Quality Assessment
Name Description Programming Language Reference
ESMValTool Comprehensive tool for python, NCL http://esmvaltool.org,
model evaluation and Eyring et al. [2016];
data cross comparison Lauer et al. [2017]
for diﬀerent ECVs
Pytesmo Geospatial (soil python http://rs.geo.tuwien.ac.at/validation_tool/
moisture) time series pytesmo/docs/index.html
validation toolbox
Poets Geospatial image python http://rs.geo.tuwien.ac.at/poets/docs/
resampling toolbox introduction.html
HARP Atmospheric validation C, python https://cdn.rawgit.com/stcorp/harp/
toolbox master/doc/html/index.html
GeoVal Geoscientiﬁc data analysis python https://github.com/pygeo/geoval
and plotting package
that rely on retrieval methods such as optimal estimation, this step could include the harmonization in terms
of resolution and prior contribution using the Averaging Kernels, for instance, following the recipe by Rodgers
and Connor [2003].
2.2.5. Metric Calculation
The choice of metrics used within the validation process depends on the application and data available.
A range of metrics that can be applied in the validation process is discussed in detail in section 3.4.
2.2.6. Analysis and Interpretation
Once the ﬁnal metrics have been obtained, it needs to be judged if the results are compliant with the require-
ments. Following the deﬁnition of validation (see Table 1), this implies veriﬁcation that the data set is suitable
for a speciﬁc application. However, in many cases a single application does not exist and requirements may
be numerous and, thus, validation targets would need to be deﬁned, which could then be checked for
compliance on an individual basis.
In its most fundamental form, the consistency check between the diﬀerences between two measurements
and the reported measurement uncertainties can be written as [Immler et al., 2010]
|x − y| < k√u2x + u2y + Σ2, (1)
where x and y are the reference and EOmeasurements, ux and uy their respective uncertainties, k the so-called
coverage factor, and Σ the additional variance of the diﬀerences due to colocation mismatch, i.e., diﬀerences
in representativeness of both measurements. The coverage factor allows the combined uncertainties to be
scaled to a particular conﬁdence level. Where k = 1, the combined uncertainty is consistent with 1 standard
deviation. The value k = 2 is frequently used to give a conﬁdence level of 95% (assuming anormal distribution
of the combined uncertainty) [Bell, 2001].
2.3. Activities and Tools for Quality Assurance and EO Data Validation
A couple of research projects have been devoted to establish best practices for the production of traceable,
quality-assuredEOdataproducts aswell as practices for their validation. Thedeliverables of theseprojects and
international activities arenotnecessarily published in thepeer reviewed literaturebut representnevertheless
a rich set of valuable information. Table 2 therefore provides references to project activities related to the
validation of EO data and the associated resources available. Related to these are several dedicated software
packages that are being oﬀered to the communities (see Table 3).
3. Mathematical Basis
3.1. Diﬀerences Between Data Sets
Let us denote a continuous geophysical ﬁeld in space and time 𝜃(t, r), where t and r denote time and space,
respectively. A sampled discrete or (spatially and/or temporally) averagedmeasurement x of this ﬁeld is then
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Figure 2. General sketch of the validation problem. A true, but unknown ﬁeld of a geophysical variable 𝜃 is observed by
diﬀerent measurement systems on diﬀerent spatial (and temporal) scales, denoted as 𝛼, 𝛽 , and 𝛾 , using nonlinear
mapping functions (h, k).
given by the random variable
x⃗ =
[
h(𝜃𝛼1 ) + ux,1, h(𝜃
𝛼
2 ) + ux,2,… , h(𝜃
𝛼
n ) + ux,n
]T = h(𝜃𝛼) + u⃗x (2)
where the subscript index denotes discrete instances in time and/or space associated with observations
of x, the superscript multi-index 𝛼 summarizes information on temporal and spatial resolution/averaging,
and n is the number of samples in both space and time, h is a (nonlinear) mapping function, and ux is the
measurement error.
The quantity x⃗ might be either point-like (1-D), an area (2-D), or a volume (3-D). Examples might include
point-like measurements of scalar surface properties, e.g., soil moisture in situ measurements (1-D), or sea
surface temperature (2-D), or atmospheric moisture content in a volume (3-D) (Figure 2).
Themapping function h relates the true geophysical ﬁeld to the actualmeasurement. This is typically required
for any kind of measurement system, including in situ data. Note, that x might be autocorrelated in both,
space and time. The error e⃗x is then deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the sampled observation and the true,
but unknown, state of the geophysical ﬁeld,
e⃗x = x⃗ − 𝜃𝛼 = h(𝜃𝛼) + u⃗x − 𝜃𝛼. (3)
Since the truth commonly remains unknown, one typically has to use a second, (ﬁducial) reference data set
containingmeasurements y of the same geophysical variable (e.g., in situ reference data) with spatiotemporal
resolution 𝛽 and supposedly better constrained uncertainty than x, whichmight be sampled in diﬀerent ways
at diﬀerent times, yielding
e⃗y = y⃗ − 𝜃𝛽 = k(𝜃𝛽) + u⃗y − 𝜃𝛽 . (4)
The diﬀerence between the two samples is then obviously given as
𝛿 = x⃗ − y⃗ =
[
h(𝜃𝛼) + u⃗x
]
−
[
k(𝜃𝛽) + u⃗y
]
(5)
As can be seen from equation (5), the diﬀerence between two measurements of 𝜃 is a function of both
the individual measurement approaches, indicated by the measurement operators (h, k), and the associ-
ated measurement errors (ux , uy) as deﬁned on diﬀerent spatial and temporal scales (𝛼, 𝛽). Provided that the
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error properties of one of the data sets (e.g., ﬁducial reference data set) are well characterized, one may use
equation (5) to obtain estimates for the uncertainties of the data set under validation.
Note that the errors in both measurements x and y include both systematic and random contributions. Both
of these contributions may be characterized by the analysis of the diﬀerences between the measurements
(equation (5)) aswill be shown in the following.However, in addition to individualmeasurement uncertainties,
the diﬀerent spatiotemporal discretization/averaging induces an intrinsic diﬀerence
d⃗𝜃 = 𝜃𝛼 − 𝜃𝛽 = h−1
(
x⃗ − u⃗x
)
− k−1
(
y⃗ − u⃗y
)
(6)
between the diﬀerently sampled representations of the common truth underlying both data sets. Please
note that the superscript for h and k should not be interpreted as a strict inversion of the mapping func-
tions in a mathematical sense, as this is often not possible due to the nonbijective nature of these functions.
Spatiotemporal scale matching techniques have to be applied in order to correct for these diﬀerences before
a meaningful interpretation of the diﬀerences between two data sets is possible (section 2.2.3).
3.2. Probability Density Functions
For validation purposes, we are not primarily interested in the diﬀerences for each individual pair of observa-
tions, but the underlying probability density function (PDF) of 𝛿, f𝛿 , which is deﬁned as
f𝛿(𝛿) = f𝛿(h(𝜃𝛼) − k(𝜃𝛽) + ux − uy) (7)
and can be described as a function of the individual (conditional) PDFs of the four terms h(𝜃𝛼), k(𝜃𝛽 ), ux , and
uy . Many attempts to validate a satellite data product are based on the PDF of the diﬀerences 𝛿.
However, the uncertainty assessment requires detailed understanding of the individual contributions to the
PDF, i.e.,
1. systematic eﬀects due to individual measurement devices and retrieval procedures (h, k), including
large-scale systematic eﬀects due to instrument calibration or harmonization;
2. randommeasurement and retrieval errors; and
3. diﬀerences in the representativeness of diﬀerent data sets (again including random and systematic
components).
If all these diﬀerent components are fully understood, one candevelop an errormodelM that allows to predict
the PDF of 𝛿 as a function of the above mentioned factors,
f𝛿(𝛿) = M(h(𝜃𝛼), k(𝜃𝛽), ux , uy), (8)
based upon certain assumptions on the functional form and (in)dependence of the four individual
contributions.
3.3. Statistical Characteristics
The statistical properties of 𝛿 (i.e., the diﬀerences between the considered data sets) are commonly expressed
in terms of the corresponding zeroth and ﬁrst-order moments (mean, variance and covariance), and can be
used to derive uncertainty estimates for these products.
The variance of 𝛿, 𝜎2
𝛿
, is deﬁned as
Var(𝛿) = 𝜎2
𝛿
= ∫ (𝛿 − 𝜇𝛿)2f𝛿(𝛿)d 𝛿 = ∫ 𝛿2f𝛿(𝛿)d𝛿 − 𝜇2𝛿 (9)
where
𝜇𝛿 = ∫ 𝛿f𝛿(𝛿)d𝛿 = E[𝛿] (10)
with E being the expectation operator. By replacing the integrals by sums over individual pairwise diﬀerences,
we obtain empirical estimators (denoted by the hat symbol) of the mean (?̂?𝛿) and variance (?̂?
2
𝛿
), which can be
further used to derive estimators for the bias and statistical spread of an observational data set with respect
to a given reference.
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Table 4. Summary of Common Metrics Deﬁnition As Well As Their Inherent Assumptions and Sensitivitiesa
Metric Deﬁnition Assumptions Sensitive to
Measures of systematic diﬀerences
Bias ?̂?x − ?̂?y S, G sm, sr
Median diﬀerence p50x − p
50
y S sm, sr
Measures of statistical spread
RMSD
√
E[(x − y)2] A, S, G, L, IE, O sm, sr, rm, rr
cRMSD
√
E[((x − ?̂?x) − (y − ?̂?y))2] A, S, G, L, IE, O sm, sr, rm, rr
Triple collocation measures
Rt
√
?̂?xy ?̂?xz
?̂?2x ?̂?yz
A, S, G, L, IE, O rm, rr
RMSE
√
?̂?2x −
?̂?xy ?̂?xz
?̂?yz
A, S, G, L, IE, O rm, rr
SNR (dB) −10 log
(
?̂?2x ?̂?yz
?̂?xy ?̂?xz
− 1
)
A, S, G, L, IE, O rm, rr
Statistical dependency measures
Pearson’s R
?̂?xy√
?̂?2x ?̂?
2
y
A, S, G, L, IE, O rm, rr
Spearman’s 𝜌
?̂?rxy√
?̂?2rx
?̂?2ry
A, S, IE, O rm, rr
Kendall’s 𝜏 nc−nd
n0
A, S, IE, O rm, rr
Mutual information, I ∫∫ fx,y(x, y) log
(
fx,y (x,y)
fx (x)fy (y)
)
dxdy A, S, IE, O rm, rr
Temporal stability measures
Absolute temporal stability L
aAbbreviations: S, stationarity; G, Gaussianity; L, linearity; IE, independence of error terms; O, orthogo-
nality; A, additive error model; sm, systematic measurement uncertainties; sr, systematic representative-
ness diﬀerences; rm, randommeasurement uncertainties; rr, random representativeness diﬀerences.
In full analogy to the mean and variance of the diﬀerence 𝛿, we can deﬁne the corresponding properties for
the two observational data sets x and y, as well as their associated errors ux and uy . We can also deﬁne the
covariance between the data sets as a measure for their statistical dependency as
Cov(x, y) = 𝜎xy = ∫ ∫ (x − 𝜇x)(y − 𝜇y)fx,y(x, y)dxdy = ∫ ∫ xyfx,y(x, y)dxdy − 𝜇x𝜇y . (11)
An empirical estimator of the covariance between the two data sets (?̂?xy) can again be obtained by replacing
the integral by the sumover collocated data pairs. Note that so far no assumptions on the statistical properties
of the PDFs of the diﬀerent variables have been made.
3.4. Validation Metrics
In the following, we provide a summary of some common validationmetrics that are used in (or appear useful
for) EO data. Note that these methods are generic in the sense that they can also be used for more general
data intercomparison problemswhere none of the two considered data sets is a ﬁducial reference. A summary
of the metrics and their assumptions is provided in Table 4.
3.4.1. Elementary Pairwise Metrics
The most commonly used pairwise methods are the correlation coeﬃcient, the bias, and the root-mean-
square deviation. Even though often considered complementary, these metrics are strongly interrelated, as
will be shown below. Note that all pairwise methods are calculated between two data sets, both of which
are subject to errors. However, for validation purposes, they are commonly calculated with respect to a ﬁdu-
cial reference data set with traceable uncertainty characteristics. Therefore, they are assumed to represent an
estimate of the various uncertainty aspects of the data set under validation.
Correlation and other pairwise similarity characteristics. The correlation between two data sets is a normalized
measure of statistical dependency between two variables. The most commonly used correlation metric is
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the linear (Pearson) product-moment correlation coeﬃcient, which describes ﬁrst-order linear statistical
dependency as the covariance between the data sets normalized by their respective standard deviations:
R(x, y) =
?̂?xy√
?̂?2x ?̂?
2
y
. (12)
Characterizing linear dependencies is suﬃcient for many EO applications, mainly becausemetrics capable
of capturing nonlinear relationships are often diﬃcult to interpret. However, theremaybe situationswhere
such nonlinear dependencies need to be taken into account.
The most commonly used nonlinear correlation metric is the nonparametric Spearman’s rank correlation
coeﬃcient. Its deﬁnition is very similar to that of the Pearson correlation coeﬃcientwith the exception that
it uses the variances and covariance of the ranks (r) of the data sets rather than the values directly:
𝜌(x, y) =
?̂?rxy√
?̂?2rx
?̂?2ry
(13)
As a result, 𝜌 quantiﬁes how well the relationship between the data sets can be characterized by a
monotonic function rather than by a linear function, as it is the case for R.
Another common nonparametric, nonlinear correlation metric is Kendall’s Tau, which is mostly used as
hypothesis test whether two variables are statistically dependent rather than for quantifying the quality of
a regression. It is deﬁned as
𝜏(x, y) =
nc − nd
n0
(14)
wherenc is the number of data pairswith concordant ranks;nd is the number of pairswith discordant ranks;
and n0 is the number of all possible data pairs.
While the previous three correlation characteristics essentially focus onmonotonic relationships between
thevaluesof twodata sets,mutual information (MI) [Kraskovetal., 2004]—aconceptoriginating from infor-
mation theory—relieves this restriction by accounting for general statistical dependencies without any
speciﬁc assumption of the corresponding functional form. It is deﬁned based upon the joint andmarginal
probability distributions of the data sets:
I(x, y) = ∫ ∫ fx,y(x, y) log
(
fx,y(x, y)
fx(x)fy(y)
)
dxdy. (15)
In addition to the aforementioned metrics based upon linear and nonlinear dependency measures, for
the classical correlation coeﬃcients, associated signiﬁcance levels are usually computed using a Student’s
t test in order to check whether a calculated correlation level really represents the statistical relationship
between the variables under evaluation, or whether it was merely achieved by coincident data behavior
which is increasingly likely for small sample sizes. Note that the suitability of the conﬁdence limits pro-
vided by the t test requires the absence of serial correlations in the data; otherwise, the variance of the test
statistics inﬂates and needs to be corrected analytically or numerically [Hamed, 2011, 2016].
It should also be noted that correlation metrics are not aﬀected by systematic measurement or represen-
tativeness errors or, more precisely, by systematic errors within the orders of statistical dependency that
are being characterized.
Pairwise diﬀerence-based metrics. The most common metric to quantify relative systematic diﬀerences
between data sets is the bias, which is deﬁned as the diﬀerence in the mean values and can identify a
systematic overestimation or underestimation of one data set with respect to the other:
b(x, y) = 𝜇x − 𝜇y ≈ ?̂?x − ?̂?y. (16)
As opposed to the correlation coeﬃcient, the bias is not sensitive to random measurement errors, since
these have, per deﬁnition, a zero mean.
Another widely used metric for characterizing the pairwise agreement between two data sets is the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), which is deﬁned as
RMSD(x, y) =
√
E[(?̂?𝛿)2]. (17)
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Taken together, correlation coeﬃcient, bias, and RMSD form the basis for the vast majority of validation
studies. However, contrary to the way they are commonly perceived, these metrics are not fully inde-
pendent and only partially complementary [Taylor, 2001]. As shown by Gupta et al. [2009], the RMSD
can be decomposed into two bias related terms (a bias in mean and a bias in standard deviation) and a
correlation-dependent term:
RMSD(x, y) =
√
(?̂?x − ?̂?y)2 + (?̂?x − ?̂?y)2 + 2?̂?x?̂?y(1 − R(x, y)). (18)
Often, the mean bias term is removed by subtracting the mean values of the data sets before calculating the
RMSD. The resulting metric is referred to as centered RMSD (cRMSD). Notice that from this decomposition it
becomes obvious that the cRMSD and the RMSD are sensitive to both systematic and random errors. Taylor
[2001] has further shown that the cRMSD, the diﬀerence in the standard deviations of both data sets, and the
Pearson correlation coeﬃcient share a geometric relationship through the lawof cosines, which allows to plot
these threemetrics on a two-dimensional diagram. This again demonstrates that these characteristics are not
mutually independent.
3.4.2. Triple Collocation (TC)
As mentioned above, pairwise intercomparison metrics are sensitive to errors in both considered data sets.
By using one ﬁducial reference data setwith traceable uncertainty characteristics, one can estimate the uncer-
tainties of a second data set under validation. However, this traceability is often hard to achieve and ﬁducial
reference sites are for somegeophysical parameters limited to relatively few sites globally. Therefore, so-called
triple collocation (TC) analysis has become a standard method in various EO communities for uncertainty
characterization if no ﬁducial reference data are available [Stoﬀelen, 1998;McColl et al., 2014; LoewandSchlenz,
2011;Gruberetal., 2016; Suetal., 2014a;Kinzel etal., 2016]. By introducinga thirddata set z into the comparison,
thismethod allows to estimate the randomuncertainties in all three data sets aswell as their individual signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) properties. Various metrics can be derived from TC analysis, the most important ones
being the correlation with respect to the unknown truth (Rt), the root-mean-square error (RMSE), and the
logarithmic SNR expressed in decibel units [Gruber et al., 2016]:
Rt(x) =
√
?̂?xy?̂?xz
?̂?2x ?̂?yz
(19)
RMSE(x) =
√
?̂?2x −
?̂?xy?̂?xz
?̂?yz
(20)
SNR(x) = −10 log
(
?̂?2x ?̂?yz
?̂?xy?̂?xz
− 1
)
(21)
Recall that all three data sets contain errors, but none of them have to be a ﬁducial reference data set. Rt and
RMSE estimate the same kind of measurement uncertainties as the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient and the
RMSD, respectively, whereby the latter are sensitive to uncertainties in both contributing data sets while the
former are only sensitive to uncertainties in one individual data set. For the same reason we use—following
common practice in literature—the RMSE for estimated uncertainties of single data sets and the RMSD for
estimated spreads of diﬀerences between two data sets (which are driven by the uncertainties of two data
sets). For a detailed derivation of TC-based estimators and their relation to pairwisemetrics, we refer toGruber
et al. [2016].
3.4.3. Metric Assumptions
So far we have ignored that individual metrics rely on assumptions themselves. Assumptions related to the
diﬀerent metrics are therefore summarized in Table 4. It should bementioned that certain assumptions need
to be made for, e.g., the estimators in equation (19) to be unbiased, the most important ones being inde-
pendence between the random measurement errors of the diﬀerent data sets, independence between the
randommeasurement errors and the state of the true signal, and the lack of nonlinearities in the data. Against
common perception, these requirements are equally important for pairwise metrics, yet it is often easier to
ﬁnd just two data sets which meet those assumptions than it is to ﬁnd three.
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Notice, however, that someof these assumptions aremore critical for somegeophysical variables than for oth-
ers. The assumption of independence between the random errors and the state of the variable, for example,
is hardly ever questioned for soil moisture data sets, whereas precipitation data are often assumed to have
such dependency.
3.4.4. Validation by PDF Intercomparison
Onewidely used assumption beyond the use of elementary validationmetrics is that the PDFs of the diﬀerent
factors aﬀecting f𝛿 all follow a normal distribution.
One way of circumventing problems due to deviations from this assumption is replacing quantities based on
mean and variance by such based on medians and squared mean absolute diﬀerences, respectively. In more
detail, quantile-based statistics can be used to further characterize diﬀerences between the PDFs of, e.g., x
and y (like diﬀerences between their interquartile ranges).
While the basic validation metrics discussed above provide good indicators for the agreement between two
data sets in case of Gaussian distributions, they might encounter systematic biases when the PDF of the data
sets or their diﬀerence is non-Gaussian, especially in case of small sample sizes. Intercomparing the PDFs of
the individual products (or characterizing the PDF of their diﬀerences) might therefore provide additional
valuable information. This is particularly important if one is interested in the capability of a satellite data
set to observe extremes of the geophysical variable investigated, i.e., when one is interested in the tails of
distributions.
There are multiple complementary ways to compare the PDFs of two diﬀerent data sets supposed to repre-
sent the same underlying variable. Beyond established statistical tests for the equality of themean ormedian
(commonly summarized as analysis of variance, ANOVA), there is a plethora of homogeneity tests which char-
acterize the dissimilarity between the full PDFs. Corresponding quantiﬁers include the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and many others [Lehmann and Romano, 2005; Press et al., 1992].
3.4.5. Temporal Stability
The long-term stability of multidecadal satellite data records is a key requirement for their applicability for
climate studies. The temporal stability 𝛽 is deﬁned either as a measure of the ability of a data record to detect
long-term trends [WMO, 2011] or as the property of a measuring instrument or data set to provide consistent
measurements of a geophysical variable, which is known to remain constant over time [JCGM, 2012].
Note that while the ﬁrst deﬁnition is only based on a satellite time series itself, the second deﬁnition actu-
ally requires a priori knowledge about the measurand as reference data, assuming however that this is
constant over time. An estimator for the stability is in both cases the temporal derivative, and as the refer-
ence is assumed to be constant in time (dy∕dt = 0), this implies that both deﬁnitions are mathematically
equivalent, as
𝛽 = dx
dt
= d
dt
(x − y) = dx
dt
−
dy
dt
= dx
dt
− 0. (22)
As it is also possible that the reference measurements show also changes on longer time scales (dy∕dt ≠ 0)
(e.g., change in surface solar irradiance and change in surface temperature), an additional deﬁnition for the
temporal stability is commonly used, which deﬁnes the temporal stability as the change in the bias of a data
set over time, namely
𝛽 = d
dt
(x − y) = dx
dt
−
dy
dt
, (23)
which is obviously diﬀerent from equation (22). While equations (22) and (23) providemeasures for the abso-
lute temporal stability, the relative temporal stability is also often used,which normalizes the absolute change
with respect to some reference (e.g., mean of the time series). This is of particular interest if one is interested
in relative changes of the observations that might be, e.g., caused by degradations of the observing system.
The ability to detect a temporal trend in an environmental data record and thus as a consequence to be
able to quantify the temporal stability depends on the natural variability of the signal itself as well as the
autocorrelation of the time series and its length [Tiao et al., 1990;Weatherhead et al., 1998; Loew, 2014].
Let us consider the time series of measurements of a geophysical variable as function of time t as follows
[Weatherhead et al., 1998]:
x(t) = c + 𝛽t + St + Ut + Nt, (24)
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where c is a constant value, 𝛽 is the slope of a linear trend, St is a seasonal signal with predeﬁned periodicity,
and Nt = 𝜙Nt−1 + 𝜀t with |𝜙| < 1 is assumed to be the data noise represented by a stationary autoregressive
process of order 1 (AR1). 𝜀t are independent random variables with zero mean and variance 𝜎
2
𝜀
. It is noted
that the variance of the white noise process is directly related to the variance of the variance of Nt by 𝜎
2
N =
Var(Nt) = 𝜎2𝜀∕(1−𝜙
2). The termUt = ΔΘ(t−T0) represents a shift in themean of the time series at time t = T0,
whichmight be related to, e.g., abrupt changes in the observation system, withΔ being themagnitude of the
shift andΘ the Heaviside function deﬁnes as
Θ(t − T0) =
{
0, t < T0
1, t ≥ T0 (25)
For a deseasonalized time series, equation (24) reduces to
x(t) = c + 𝛽t + Ut + Nt. (26)
Assessing the temporal stability of a data set requires the following steps:
1. Seasonality. The removal of seasonality eﬀects is optional but important, if the methods for assessing the
signiﬁcance of a trend from an autocorrelated time series shall be assessed [Weatherhead et al., 1998].
2. Breakpoint detection. It needs to be checked if the time series contains abrupt changes, which might be
an artifact of an inhomogeneous data record. Their detection is essential as they might introduce spurious
trend estimates. Several methods have been developed and applied for the detection of abrupt changes,
so-calledbreakpoints,withindiﬀerent EOcommunities [Wang, 2008a, 2008b;Verbesselt etal., 2010; Schröder
et al., 2016a]. A recent overview of available methods to detect and remove breakpoints is given in Venema
et al. [2012]. Further information is available at www.homogenisation.org and from the WMO task team on
homogenization.
3. Stability estimation. There exist a variety of approaches to quantify the temporal stability of a data series.
The method chosen should reﬂect the actual deﬁnition of temporal stability considered. A brief summary
of diﬀerent studies using diﬀerent approaches is therefore given in the following. All methods are based
on a statistical estimator of the temporal stability parameter, 𝛽 , which depends on the uncertainties of
the investigated geophysical measurement and is therefore uncertain by itself. It is aﬀected both by the
SNR of the signal as well as its autocorrelation structure [Weatherhead et al., 1998; Zhang and Zwiers, 2004;
Morin, 2011]. Both need to be taken into account when estimating 𝛽 . The uncertainties of 𝛽 are, however,
often neglected when comparing the estimated temporal stability against some user or satellite mission
requirements [WMO, 2011].
A robust estimation of 𝛽 and its signiﬁcance needs to (a) take into account the autocorrelation structure of
the data or noise in both, the reference measurements, and the measurements of the geophysical variable,
(b) provide robust results in case of outliers in the time series, (c) take into account uncertainty information
in individual data samples, if available [Hubert et al., 2016; Loew et al., 2016], and (d) be robust against data
sparse periods.
An analytical approximation for the estimation of the minimum number of years required to detect a signiﬁ-
cant trend of a givenmagnitude is provided byWeatherhead et al. [1998]. It has been applied byMieruch et al.
[2014] to global time series of water vapor and by Romanet al. [2014] for time series of precipitable total water
content of the atmosphere. The time needed to detect a speciﬁc trend depends, among other things, on the
measurement uncertainty. Roman et al. [2016] shows that the measurement uncertainty is a function of the
variable itself. A diﬀerent approach was proposed byMorin [2011] who used a Monte Carlo method to detect
the minimum detectable trend in global precipitation records. Instead of taking into account the autocorre-
lation structure of the data itself, they prewhiten the time series [Zhang and Zwiers, 2004] to obtain new time
series that are not serially autocorrelated in time.
Damadeoetal. [2014] investigated the impact of nonuniformspatial and temporal sampling inozonedata sets
and their impact on the long-term trend assessment. They found that long-term trend estimators can deviate
by up to 10% when neglecting the temporal and spatial distribution of data gaps. They therefore proposed
an alternative regression approach for the estimation of the long-term trend.
The temporal stability estimator 𝛽 is typically obtained through a linear regression on equation (24). Loewetal.
[2016] analyzed the temporal stability of the METEOSAT surface albedo data product [Govaerts et al., 2008;
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Loew and Govaerts, 2010] and showed that more robust estimates of 𝛽 are obtained using a weighted least
square (WLS) approach that takes into account the quantitative uncertainty information provided together
with the EO data product.
We note that beyond the time-dependent bias (b = x− y) described above, changes in the sensitivity of mea-
surement devices could also manifest in trends of statistical quantities beyond the mean of b, like variance,
higher-order moments or, most generally, quantiles. In principle, other elementary characteristics like the
RMSD can be estimated in a time-dependent fashion in full analogy to the bias by considering linear regres-
sion to window-wise RMSD estimates. Especially in the case of strongly non-Gaussian PDFs, a convenient way
to describe changes in arbitrary quantiles of the distribution of (instantaneous) diﬀerences between the two
considered data sets are (linear) quantile regression models [Koenker, 2005], which can be used to estimate
(mean) rates of changes 𝛽𝜏 for any arbitrary quantile 𝜏 of the PDF of the diﬀerences.
The use of global analysis systems as an eﬀective transfer medium to facilitate the comparison of diverse EO
data sets (including Level 1 satellite data aswell as in situ data), covering aspects including stability, is an active
area of research. A more detailed summary of recent work is given in section 4.6.
4. Advanced Validation Approaches and Strategies
In section 3, the mathematical background of basic EO validation metrics has been detailed. In the following,
a brief description of various more advanced EO validation approaches will be given. If applicable, respective
examples for each method are provided in Appendix A for diﬀerent application domains. The list of methods
summarized in the following is not supposed to be conclusive, and alternative approaches exist as well.
4.1. Multiple TCA
As described in section 3.4.2, triple collocation analysis (TCA) allows for estimating random error variances of
three collocated data sets of the same geophysical variable [Stoﬀelen, 1998]. Depending on the complexity
of the used error model, the concept of TCA needs to be expanded, in case all independent random uncer-
tainties cannot be quantiﬁed due to an underrepresentation of the system of equations. The multiple TCA
(MTC) overcomes this challenge, as has been demonstrated by Kinzel et al. [2016]. By performing two TCAs
simultaneously, which diﬀer in the combination of satellite pixels and in situ point measurements, the frac-
tional contributions of noise associated with each collocation procedure as well as the in situ measurement
can be identiﬁed. This eventually allows for isolating instantaneous random retrieval uncertainties, which is
beneﬁcial when it comes to assessing the performance of a satellite data set. An example of such a random
uncertainty decomposition is provided in section A1.2 for L2 near-surface speciﬁc humidities incorporated in
the Hamburg Ocean and Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) climatology [Andersson
et al., 2010; Fennig et al., 2012].
4.2. Spectral Methods
Several studies in diﬀerent communities have demonstrated approaches to apply spectral-basedmethods as
validation techniques over a broad range of data sources and timescales.
4.2.1. Fourier-Based Approaches
One of these approaches ﬁnds expression in the standard Fourier transform, which resolves the frequencies
underlying the signal of interest.
Yoo [2002], for example, presented a spectral technique for validating remotely sensed soil moisture (SM)
retrieval algorithms. The author provided a mathematical description of the mean-square error (MSE) as an
index of accuracy in estimating the ground measurement (point gauges) using spaceborne measurements.
In this regard, it has been demonstrated that the (random) SM ﬁeld can be transformed into the frequency
domain by using its normalized spectral density function. The resulting expected MSE for a single visit
depends on the time smoothing and the expected value of the design ﬁlter function. This expected MSE
decreases with the number of measurements and the lagged correlation of the visiting interval. The method
has been applied to the Little Washita watershed (USA) using a simple SM dynamics model [Entekhabi and
Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1994]. The SM RMSE was shown to be very sensitive to the number of point gauges as well
as the size of the sensor’s ﬁeld of view.
A Fourier-based error estimationmethod, the so-called spectral ﬁtting approach introducedby Suetal. [2013],
was investigated by Su et al. [2014b]. It detects characteristic features of erroneous SM estimates from EOdata
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in the frequency domain. Using a simpliﬁed linearized water balance model and an additive Gaussian white
noisemodel, the stochastic random errors are estimated by comparing the spectral properties of the SM time
series and the water balance model. Results indicate that higher retrieval error standard deviations go along
with higher vegetation/leaf area index, rainfall, and SM. By contrast, error standard deviations are higher over
dry areas for the AMSR-E sensor. For both AMSR-E and ASCAT sensors, the signal-to-noise ratios are low over
dry areas, indicating a clear dependency of retrieval performance on SM content.
4.2.2. Wavelet-Based Approaches
A second approach is given by the wavelet transform (WT). In contrast to conventional Fourier analysis,
wavelets are localized waveforms and functions in both time and scale. This enables the visualization of the
time series’ frequency content in the temporal and spatial domain concurrently.
WT has become a common analysis tool for geophysical applications, particularly when it comes to the inves-
tigation of spatial and temporal variability patterns. However, only few studies have utilizedWT as a validation
metric to date. Nevertheless, the broad range of application ﬁelds across communities highlights the poten-
tial of WT analysis for validation purposes. One of the ﬁrst WT overview studies in the ﬁeld of geophysics has
been published by Praveen and Foufoula-Georgiou [1997].
A overview paper on wavelet methods with respect to atmospheric applications is Domingues et al. [2005].
Elsayed [2010] provided an overview from an oceanographic perspective.
A validation approach speciﬁcally based on WT has been presented in Hosoda and Kawamura [2004]. The
authors applied WT to examine the “New Generation SST” (NGSST), a merged microwave-infrared SST prod-
uct produced by Guan and Kawamura [2004] with respect to moored buoy SST in the vicinity of the Kuroshio
Current. The region was chosen to assess whether NGSST is capable of correctly representing the observed
strong seasonal SST gradients, oceanic eddies, and oceanic frontal disturbances. Results of the WT indicated
that aliasing eﬀects seem to be inherent to the cloud-free microwave SST, as suggested by a higher SST
variance.Wavelet coherency analysis revealed that frequent cloud cover duringwinter and spring is the cause
for an observed phase diﬀerence between both data sources. The cloud cover issue also targets the poor
thermal representation of cold oceanic eddies and localized warm streamers.
A further validation example utilizingWT is givenby Stevensonetal. [2010],who chose awavelet-basedproba-
bilistic approach to test the performance of a set of climatemodel performances regarding El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) variability. Among others, the authors were able to predict the necessary length for the
model simulations to yield robust statistics. It was concluded that 250 years ofmodel simulation are suﬃcient
to capture 90%of ENSObehavior. From an observational point of view, 240 years of SSTmeasurementswould
be required, which is considerably longer than present in situ SST records.
A comprehensive overview regarding assumptions and limitations of WT in validation analysis is given in
Torrence and Compo [1998].
4.3. Field Intercomparison and Functional Network Analysis
In section 3, we have already discussed various metrics that can be used for validating EO products with
respect to a given reference data set with traceable uncertainty. In common cases, such data sets comprise
spatial ﬁelds of time series of a certain observation of interest, but the intercomparison between observation
and reference data set is commonly made pointwise (i.e., separately for each grid point), utilizing any of the
previously discussed metrics and providing spatial ﬁelds of local bias, RMSD, correlation coeﬃcients or any
other characteristic of interest.
In the following, we address the problemof EO validation from a diﬀerent viewpoint bymaking explicit use of
the spatial structures of the data sets of interest. Speciﬁcally, we do not only consider pointwise statistical sim-
ilarity between observation and reference data, but the spatiotemporal interdependence structure among
the two spatial ﬁelds of interest. This interdependence can be characterized by correlation measures (linear
Pearson correlation, Spearman rank-order correlation, Kendall’s Tau) as well as nonlinear generalizations
thereof (mutual information and its generalizations) and also other statistical similarity concepts that quantify
the similarity of speciﬁc typesof temporal variability patterns embedded in the individual time series obtained
at each grid point (e.g., ordinal pattern-basedmutual information [Deza et al., 2013] or phase synchronization
in case of oscillatory patterns dominating the variability of the signal [Yamasaki et al., 2009]).
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Having thus computed twomatrices of pairwise similaritymeasures Sx and Sy for all pairs of grid points, refer-
ring to observation and reference data sets, respectively, we can proceedwith intercomparing thesematrices.
In many cases, the values of all matrix entries will be bound (e.g., to the interval [−1, 1] for correlation mea-
sures) or can be normalized accordingly. In such cases, useful metrics are provided by themean, median, and
maximum diﬀerences between the colocated matrix entries.
One inherent problem of this straightforward approach is the intrinsic noise level (comprising the diﬀerent
types of uncertainties described in section 2), which commonly reduces the statistical similarity betweenpairs
of time series in comparisonwith the “ground truth.” Consequently, the results of the aforementionedmetrics
may be biased. In order to suppress the eﬀect of stochastic factors on the spatial patterns to be compared,
dimensionality reduction (e.g., using empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis) is a widespread concept
especially in climatological applications [von Storch and Zwiers, 2003]. In this case, the complete spatial cor-
relation structure of a given ﬁeld of observations is approximated by a few spatial modes with the strongest
variability (which are forced to be orthonormal in case of EOF analysis but may also exhibit other types of sta-
tistical independencewhenmore sophisticatedmethods areused). As a result, theproblemof intercomparing
the spatial covariability patterns in observation and reference data set is reduced to a comparison between
the corresponding EOF patterns or their analogs provided by other decomposition methods.
A more recent approach to reduce the covariability patterns of spatiotemporal data sets to their “dynamical
backbone” is based on concepts from complex network theory [Tsonis and Roebber, 2004; Donges et al., 2009,
2015]. In this case, the similarity matrices Sx and Sy are reduced to binary matrices Ax and Ay encoding the
pairs of time series with the strongest (or statistically most signiﬁcant) statistical dependencies in both data
sets [Paluš et al., 2011; Radebach et al., 2013]. Mathematically, this can be expressed as
Axi,j = Θ
(
Sxi,j − S
x,∗
i,j
)
(27)
(and the same for the reference data set y⃗), where Θ(⋅) is again the Heaviside function, i and j indicate the
matrix elements representing ﬁxed grid points, and Sx,∗i,j is either a global threshold value (taken the same for
all i and j) for identifying, say, a given percentage of the strongest statistical similarities among all pairs of
grid points, or an individual threshold for all pairs of i and j that corresponds to the same signiﬁcance level
of a certain statistical test for interdependence (e.g., a t test) [Paluš et al., 2011]. If x⃗ is a climatological ﬁeld
variable, Ax is referred to as the adjacency matrix of the functional climate network representation of x⃗. Note
that if Sx represents a correlation matrix of much the same similarity measure that can reveal both positive
and negative interdependencies, one commonly uses the absolute value of allmatrix entries for the deﬁnition
of the adjacency matrix in equation (27) in order to account for both types (i.e., positive and negative) of
relationship.
Since the resulting adjacency matrices for both ﬁelds are binary, they allow employment of associated statis-
tics based on categorical data analysis for their analysis, including the Hamming distance [Hamming, 1950;
Radebach et al., 2013]
Hx,y = 1
N2
N∑
i,j=1
(
1 − |||Axi,j − Ayi,j|||) (28)
as a global characteristic, and the Jaccard index (or matching index [Donner et al., 2010])
Jx,yi =
∑N
j=1 A
x
i,jA
y
i,j∑N
j=1 A
x
i,j +
∑N
j=1 A
y
i,j −
∑N
j=1 A
x
i,jA
y
i,j
(29)
or conceptually related characteristics as local counterparts. Beyond these simple characteristics based on
a comparison of the neighborhoods of “nodes” (grid points) in the associated networks, one may further
utilize other local or global network characteristics encoding multiple-point statistical interdependencies to
intercompare the spatial covariability structures of the two ﬁelds of interest [Donges et al., 2009; Radebach
et al., 2013].
Even though a corresponding investigation has not yet been performed in the context of EO validation, the
introduction of concepts from multivariate statistics and complex network theory provides great potential
for characterizing present day and future EO products, especially regarding the identiﬁcation of possible
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improvement potentials for future algorithms. A more detailed exploration of the associated prospects and
challenges is, however, beyond the scope of the present work.
It has to be noted that the aforementioned techniques require the spatial grid and temporal sampling under-
lying the observation and reference data set to be the same. Otherwise, additional preprocessing may be
necessary to unify at least the spatial positions of grid points in both data sets, whereas diﬀerent sampling can
be dealt with by making use of appropriate estimators for the chosen statistical interdependence measure
(e.g., Gaussian kernel-based correlation estimates [Rehfeld and Kurths, 2014]).
4.4. Consistency Through Process Models
Process models reﬂect our understanding of the relevant processes governing the system under observation
and of their interaction. In particular, they can ensure properties such as conservation of mass, energy, or
momentum. Suchmodels can be used in the validation context in various ways. For example, one can exploit
their capability of providing relations among variables and domains in space and time. One aspect of such a
relation is that it allows using the observation of a particular variable x⃗ deﬁned over a given domain in space
and time, to obtain information about another variable y⃗ deﬁned over another domain in space and time that
we wish to validate (indirect validation). We may express such a relation in algebraic form as follows:
0 = R(x⃗, y⃗, X) (30)
In the above expression, we have also included a vector X which denotes a set of further uncertain quantities
(control variables) that determine the behavior of themodel. In a dynamicalmodel, this is typically some com-
bination of initial and boundary conditions and process parameters, i.e., constants in the model equations.
For details on the nomination of the control variables, see, e.g., Kaminski et al. [2012a] or Rayner et al. [2016].
In cases where the model can be formulated such that x⃗ can be expressed as a function of y⃗ and X , we can
use the observation of x⃗ for validation of y⃗. For this purpose, we employ themodel to propagate the joint PDF
of y⃗ and X to a PDF of x⃗. If we neglect the uncertainty in X , we are likely to produce a PDF in x⃗ with too small
spread andwrong center. An example for this approach to validation from the land community is provided in
section A5 which describes the Two-Stream-Inversion Package (JRC-TIP) [Pinty et al., 2007]. The variable x⃗ for
which observations are available is the direct transmission through the canopy. In the example, the state of
the vegetation is described by a set of (partly spectrally dependent) state variables, for example, the canopy’s
single-scattering albedo, leaf area index, or the reﬂectance of the soil background. All of these variables are
simultaneously retrieved (including a formal uncertainty propagation) from a broadband albedo input. If our
goal is to validate the retrieval of one of the state variables, say, the single-scattering albedo, then in the above
formalism, that variable would take the role of y⃗, and the remaining state variables would compose X .
Often we are lacking a direct functional dependency of x⃗ on y⃗, but we can extract both from amodel simula-
tion, typically using suitable observational operators [Kaminski andMathieu, 2017]. In such situation, we apply
a two-step procedure. The ﬁrst step (inversion step) derives a PDF of X that is consistent with three pieces of
information: the PDF of y⃗, the PDF of the model (reﬂecting the residual model error, i.e., the error that cannot
be attributed to inaccuracies of X), and a PDF of X that quantiﬁes any available prior information on X , i.e.,
describes our state of information on X before the inverse step [Kaminski et al., 2012a; Rayner et al., 2016]. In a
second step, the derived PDF of X (termed posterior PDF) is used togetherwith the PDF of themodel to derive
a PDF for x⃗, which can be comparedwith the PDF that characterizes the observation of x⃗. An example from the
above mentioned JRC-TIP is the situation where the direct transmission observation is not used to validate a
retrieved state variable but another radiant ﬂux simulated from the state variables, e.g., the fraction of photo-
synthetically active radiation (FAPAR), which in the formalism takes the role of y⃗. In a joint retrieval system like
JRC-TIP, the nomination of a particular variable to be validated is, however, conceptually not required, and we
only made it for didactic purposes. We should consider the validation to address all variables that are jointly
retrieved, i.e., all state variables and all radiant ﬂuxes derived from the state variables.
Another example for the above formalism is provided by the Carbon Cycle Data Assimilation System (CCDAS)
[Rayner et al., 2005]. The system is built around the terrestrial biosphere model BETHY [Knorr, 2000] and sim-
ulates, among other variables, ﬂuxes of carbon and water between land and atmosphere. The CCDAS control
vector X is composed of the model’s process parameters plus initial and (potentially also) boundary con-
ditions. As with JRC-TIP, we consider the validation to address the entire control vector and all simulated
variables, in particular the above mentioned ﬂuxes. Knorr et al. [2010] present an example, where a FAPAR
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product [Gobron et al., 2007] is simultaneously assimilated over seven sites. FAPAR is also simulated over an
extra site, and the FAPAR product over that site (taking the role of x⃗) is used for validation. Kaminski et al.
[2012b] present the joint assimilation of the same FAPAR product and ﬂask samples of atmospheric car-
bon dioxide in a CCDAS setup at global scale. For validation they employ ﬂask samples at extra sites not
used for assimilation. Scholze et al. [2016] assimilate a soil moisture product [Kerr et al., 2010] at global scale
together with ﬂask samples of atmospheric carbon dioxide. A similar approach to validation is used in the
Earth Observation-Land Data Assimilation System (EO-LDAS) [Lewis et al., 2012].
A further important step toward uncertainty assessment is provided by Adams et al. [2016], who have set
up a “virtual laboratory” around a comprehensive Monte Carlo ray tracing model of the radiative transfer in
the canopy-soil system. In their virtual laboratory they simulated ﬁeld observations of surface albedo and
assessed the accuracy of these measurements as a function of sensor location.
4.5. Indirect Validation
Indirect validation approaches map the observational data product to a secondary variable, which is then
comparedagainst referencedataof the samegeophysical variable. Theperformanceof the secondary variable
(in comparison with reference data) provides information on the quality of the observational data prod-
uct (i.e., assuming that the inverse model has a negligible eﬀect on the understanding of the quality of the
observational data product).
A ﬁrst study was carried out by Crow et al. [2010] who developed a data assimilation technique for evaluat-
ing satellite soil moisture data through rain gauge observations. Similarly, Tuttle and Salvucci [2014] assumed
that under statistically stationary conditions, precipitation conditionally averaged according to soil moisture
results in a sigmoidal curve and errors in soil moisture data degrade this relationship. The lower the agree-
ment with the sigmoidal relationship, the lower the quality of the soil moisture product. A more recent and
more direct example is the SM2RAIN algorithm developed by Brocca et al. [2013, 2014]. Satellite-based soil
moisture estimates are used in combination with a simple water balance model to directly obtain estimates
of the precipitation dynamics. The new precipitation data set [e.g., Brocca et al., 2014] can then be validated
against independent precipitation measurements.
In recent years, for estimating and correcting rainfall, similar studies were published in which the secondary
variable included land surface temperature [Wanders et al., 2015], Ku-band backscattering coeﬃcient [Turk
et al., 2015], microwave surface emissivities [Birman et al., 2015], and discharge [Kirchner, 2009; Herrnegger
et al., 2015]. Similarly, Tian et al. [2014] considered snowwater equivalent observations for estimating snowfall
at high latitudes. All these approaches can be exploited for inverse validation of satellite data, by beneﬁting
from the larger availability of ground observation for the secondary variable (e.g., precipitation versus soil
moisture). Further details are provided in section A4.
4.6. The Role of Data Assimilation for EO Validation
Satellite data plays a key role in current data assimilation systems within numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models. The direct assimilation of passive microwave and infrared radiance data has had a particularly large
beneﬁcial impact on analysis and forecast quality [Joo et al., 2013] over the last two decades. As the range of
satellites exploited for this application grows, there is an ongoing requirement to validate new additions. Key
challenges include the lack of traceable radiometric measurements from on-orbit satellite radiometers and a
lack of traceable ground truth observations against which to validate the satellite observations.
Various strategies have been used (with some success) in recent years for the validation of satellite sounding
observations, including comparison with collocated airborne radiometers ﬂown as part of dedicated Cal/Val
campaigns [Newman et al., 2012] and collocated radiosondes [e.g., Calbet et al., 2011, 2016].
In recent years, the use of simulated radiances (or brightness temperatures), generated from short range
forecast ﬁelds interpolated in space and time to the locationof satellite observations andprojected intoobser-
vation space bymeans of an observation operator, have proved to be eﬀective in identifying biases in satellite
radiances [e.g., Bell, 2015; Lu and Bell, 2014], pointing to the need for improved prelaunch characterizations of
satellite radiometers. Such eﬀorts further enable the development of bias models to reduce uncertainties in
satellite data. These diﬀerences (observation-model) are routinely produced as part of the data assimilation
process. The particular strength of these approaches lies in the complete global spatial coverage provided by
the NWPmodels, coupled with the continuous coverage in time.
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Quantitatively, uncertainties in model forecast ﬁelds projected into observation space (top of atmosphere
brightness temperatures) are in the range of 0.05 K–0.20 K for radiances that are sensitive to temperature in
the midtroposphere and lower stratosphere. For radiances sensitive to middle upper tropospheric humidity,
NWPmodel uncertainties are around 1–2 K. For infrared andmicrowave radiances that are sensitive to ocean
and land surfaces, the errors are around several Kelvin.
The aspiration of achieving a true validation of these satellite measurements is primarily dependent on
progress in the development of traceable radiometric standards to support prelaunch characterization of
satellite radiometers, as well as on-orbit calibration (to enable the determination of robust uncertainties in
the satellite measurements). The development of methods to establish the uncertainties in NWPmodel ﬁelds
through, for example, the use of reference measurements can be a third, valuable pathway to assess the
quality of the satellite data.
There are a number of ongoing initiatives aimed at addressing these aims (e.g., GAIA-CLIM, CMSAF and eﬀorts
at UKMO, and ECMWF). These applications are described in more detail in Bell [2015], Kobayashi et al. [2017],
and at www.gaia-clim.eu.
4.7. Assessing Uncertainty From Scale Mismatch
In the atmospheric domain, when measuring temperature, water vapor, or trace gases concentration, ref-
erence measurements are usually so sparsely distributed in space and time with respect to the broader
resolution space-based measurements that it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd tight collocation criteria, upscaling methods,
or even an estimation of the collocation uncertainty involved in the comparison.Moreover, atmospheric small
scale features, i.e., scales of 10 km or smaller, have a stochastic behavior due to the atmosphere’s turbulent
nature at these scales. These facts make it impossible to precisely upscale just one reference measurement
made at one physical location to satellite observations, which usually encloses an area covering only a few
square kilometers.
Several strategies have been devised to overcome this issue, which can be summarized as follows:
1. Taking more than one reference point measurement. For example, by using two consecutive radiosonde
measurements, separatedby∼1h, it is possible tomake a time interpolation [Tobinetal., 2006], providing an
atmospheric state best estimate which has proven to bewell collocatedwith satellite observations giving a
nearly negligible collocation uncertainty [Calbet et al., 2011]. It is possible to envisage other measurement
strategies, involving, for example, ground-based remote sensing equipment such as lidar systems, which
can achieve a similar goal.
2. Estimate the collocation errors (and resulting uncertainties) when comparing single-reference measure-
ments with satellite data using, e.g., Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model ﬁelds. This has been
applied with some success for ozone [Verhoelst et al., 2015], see also section A3. This strategy has proven
unattainable for other variables that have a much smaller variability scale such as temperature or water
vapor.
3. When only a single-referencemeasurement ismade, for example, a radiosondemeasurement compared to
a satellite-based one, the collocation uncertainties become nonnegligible [Calbet et al., 2016]. The reason
for this is the turbulent nature of the small-scale variability of temperature andwater vapor. This canbe seen
by comparing the diﬀerences in temperature or water vapor between two consecutive sonde launches,
usually launched about 1 h apart and knownas dual sondes. Thedependency of this diﬀerencewith respect
to distance is what is known in turbulent theory as structure function. The typical signatures of turbu-
lence (inertial and energy injection ranges) can be derived from in situmeasurements like radiosondes. The
inertial range is derived from Kolmogorov’s theory of turbulence. The fact that the atmosphere is highly
turbulent at the scales of satellite observation make it also impossible to predict the real values of the
parameters when using NWP model ﬁelds as auxiliary data. The only option left is to estimate the colloca-
tion uncertainty. This can be achieved either experimentally, with past data or using turbulence ﬁelds from
an NWPmodel. Both of these methods are currently being investigated by various research groups.
4.8. Validation of Retrieval Uncertainties
In principle, most EO retrieval schemes allow a quantiﬁcation of the uncertainty on the retrieved quantity,
eitherwithin the retrieval system (see, e.g.Rodgers [2000, chapter 3] for the case of optimal estimation) orwith
statistical methods such as bootstrapping or Monte Carlo simulations, although in practice few EO retrieval
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Figure 3. Comparison between (1) the PDF of the diﬀerences between
satellite (GOME-2/MetOp-A) and ground-based reference (NDACC SAOZ)
measurements of the total ozone column at Antarctica, and (2) the diﬀerent
known contributions to the error budget: measurement uncertainties
(satellite and ground) and collocation mismatch (estimated with the
OSSSMOSE system, Verhoelst et al., 2015]), see also Appendix A3]. The good
match between the PDF of the actual diﬀerences and the total of the
diﬀerent uncertainty terms instills conﬁdence in the reported uncertainties.
algorithmsof Earth surface properties
implement this. In the atmospheric
domain, this approach is already com-
mon practice [see, e.g., Rodgers, 1976;
Cunnold et al., 1989; Boersma et al.,
2004], with retrieved uncertainties
that now have been provided for
some products in other domains, e.g.,
for sea surface temperature [Bulgin
et al., 2016], lake and land surface
temperature [Ghent et al., 2016], and
a set of further land surface variables
including background albedo, eﬀec-
tive LAI, and FAPAR [Pinty et al., 2007]
(see also section 4.4). Estimating the
uncertainty in the observation within
the retrieval maintains the indepen-
dence of this estimate from other
data sets (e.g., in situ), and enables
these uncertainties to be validated in
addition to the EOmeasurement, pro-
viding conﬁdence in both the obser-
vation and its uncertainty.
These retrieval uncertainties, here
taken to mean the entire measure-
ment uncertainty as estimated by the
retrieval system, can either be valida-
ted in the classical validation scheme
outlined in section 2.2 or they can be veriﬁed with so-called self-collocations, although the latter approach
usually covers only the random component of the uncertainty.
In the classical validation scheme, the retrieval (measurement) uncertainties are part of the fundamental
consistency check, i.e., equation (1). A more advanced test, based on the same EO versus reference data com-
parisons, veriﬁeswhether the PDF of the diﬀerences is compatiblewith the PDF that combines (1) the retrieval
uncertainty of the EO data, (2) the uncertainty on the (in situ) reference data, and (3) the uncertainty due
to colocation mismatch or representativeness errors. This is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows an applica-
tion for total ozone column validation. Here measurement uncertainties are available for both the EO data
(magenta) and theground-based referencedata (cyan), but they cannot account for the PDFof thediﬀerences
between satellite and ground-based instrument (black). Taking into account the collocation uncertainties
(Σ, in red), here estimated with a chemical transport model, closes the uncertainty budget (green matches
black).
Note that this is an implementation of principles already introduced in section 3.4.4. In some cases, (3) is
diﬃcult to quantify due to the typically large variability in surface characterization across the domain of an
EO observation (e.g., land surface temperature retrievals).
The self-collocation technique relies on the assumption that the spread in the diﬀerences between self-
collocations in a region of low intrinsic variability in the target ﬁeld, should tend toward the measurement
uncertainty as the collocation criteria are tightened. Hence, in practice, the spread is quantiﬁed for a range of
collocation criteria that still providemeaningful numbers of collocated pairs, and the reported (random)mea-
surement uncertainties are compared against the asymptotic behavior of that curve, see, for instance, Soﬁeva
et al. [2014] and Laeng et al. [2015].
5. Conclusions and Recommendations
This review, and in particular sections 3 and 4, illustrates the wealth of diﬀerent validation strategies and
techniques developed across diﬀerent EO communities. While each approach has its own assumptions and
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limitations (see, e.g., Table 4), several common challenges can be identiﬁed, such as the need for ﬁducial refer-
ence measurements, the issue of spatiotemporal scale mismatch, the formulation of accurate requirements,
the rigorous treatment of uncertainties, and the use of an appropriate, unambiguous, nomenclature. In this
review, we have given particular attention to issues of nomenclature and scale mismatch and to novel tech-
niques that optimize the use of the limited amount of reference data usually available. However, this also
highlighted thedisconnect between thedetailedoutput of these advancedvalidationmethodologies and the
often simplistic and/or ambiguous user requirements againstwhich the validation results need tobe checked.
For instance, requirements such as those from GCOS [WMO, 2011; Bojinski et al., 2014] from space agencies,
or from other service providers, typically call for scalar metrics like RMSD, correlation, or anomaly correlation,
while state-of-the-art validation methods address the entire PDF.
It is recognized that these requirements are important as such to provide a target for the development of an
observing system and thus to steer the process of mission design, system design, or algorithm development.
Nevertheless, it is a problem that the usedmetrics are often not well deﬁned, their origin is not traceable, and
their applicability can be cumbersome.
The ultimate goal of a validation exercise is to assess whether a data set is compliant with predeﬁned bench-
marks (requirements) that quantify whether a data set is suitable for a particular purpose. It is therefore
essential that the metric itself is not ambiguous and allows to fully capture the data quality. The following
prerequisites therefore apply for a proper deﬁnition of requirements to be used as such validation targets or
benchmarks:
1. A clear speciﬁcation of the spatial and temporal domains for each metric is essential.
2. The mathematical details of the metric calculations have to be provided.
3. It needs to be speciﬁed under which conditions a data set would be considered to fulﬁll the speciﬁed
requirements.
4. Clear separation between systematic and random error components is required.
Recommendations from the ISSI workshops this paper originates from are therefore as follows:
Reﬁne user requirements. Current deﬁnitions of user requirements are very often based on scalar metrics. The
motivation for these scalar metrics as well as their actual deﬁnition needs to be much more traceable.
Thus, more traceability and documentation on the deﬁnition and origin of these requirements is needed.
A reasonable start wasmadewithin CM SAF, e.g., for the requirements of the Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere
Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite data (HOAPS).
Beyondscalarmetrics.Advancedvalidationmethods like those introduced in section4 shouldgainwidespread
use. These require a thorough understanding of the error characteristics of both the satellite and the
reference data. A decomposition of diﬀerent error components can be achieved using these advanced
methods.
Collection of reference data. Traceable approaches for the collection of reference data for EO validation are
needed. The standards developed by the CEOS working group on calibration and validation deﬁne good
standards already, but they are not necessarily available for all ECVs at the moment. Exemplary are the
eﬀorts by the GRUAN community, as summarized by Bodeker et al. [2016].
Traceable data production. Traceable data production chains are required that allow to trace back the
method used for the production including full traceability of the satellite and ancillary data used, including
their uncertainties. Quality assurance (QA) frameworks like, e.g., those developed in the FP7 QA4ECV
project and further applied in the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) are good examples here.
Sustained ﬁducial references. The sustained availability of ﬁducial reference data is not ensured for any of the
communitiesworkingwithEOdata. Validationwithﬁducial references covering the spectrumof thenatural
variability of a geophysical variable (e.g., seasonal variations, diﬀerent climate zones) is considered essen-
tial for all validation approaches. Collection and long-term maintenance of, e.g., in situ measurement
networks, should become more a focus of the agencies and service providers of satellite data products.
A change in the programmatic paradigmmight be required for this.
Validation tools. Traceable and open source-based tools for the validation of EO data currently do not exist.
More eﬀort should be devoted in the research community toward the joint development of such tools as
well as the intercomparison of already existing tools for satellite data validation.
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While this paper is expected to serve in particular as a reference for current practices andmethods in EO data
validation across diﬀerent research communities, it is also a plea for more traceability throughout the entire
process for validating EO-based data products.
Appendix A: Selected Advanced Validation Examples
Examples of diﬀerent validation approaches fromdiﬀerent EO communitieswill be presented in the following,
to illustrate the large range of validation strategies employed.
A1. Triple Collocation-Based Approaches
A1.1. Example of TC Error Decomposition for Soil Moisture
As shown by Stoﬀelen [1998] and Gruber et al. [2016], TC analyses actually estimate the variance of the true
signal which is observed by the three considered data sets, biased with their respective systematic error
and then obtain an estimate of the random uncertainties by subtracting these estimated biased signal com-
ponents from the total variance of the respective data sets. Formally, this can be written using the linear
error model:
x = 𝛼x + 𝛽x𝜃 + 𝜀x (A1)
where 𝛼i and 𝛽i denote additive and multiplicative systematic errors of data set i, respectively; 𝜀i denote ran-
dom errors in data set i; and 𝜃 is the true state of the geophysical variable. The same error model applies to
the other data sets in the triplet y and z. If the three data sets have uncorrelated errors and their errors are
furthermore uncorrelated with the geophysical variable, then the signal variance (biased with the systematic
error of data set x) can be estimated as
𝛽2x ?̂?
2
𝜃
=
?̂?xy?̂?xz
?̂?yz
(A2)
and the randomuncertainties can further be estimated by simply subtracting this biased signal variance from
the total variance of the data set:
?̂?2
𝜀x
= ?̂?2x − 𝛽
2
x ?̂?
2
𝜃
= ?̂?2x −
?̂?xy?̂?xz
?̂?yz
(A3)
Finally, one can estimate the SNR properties of the data set as the ratio between the estimated biased signal
variance and the estimated random uncertainties [Gruber et al., 2016]:
SNR(x) = 10 log
(
𝛽2x ?̂?
2
𝜃
?̂?2
𝜀x
)
= −10 log
(
?̂?2x ?̂?yz
?̂?xy?̂?xz
− 1
)
(A4)
Notice that the SNR is expressed in decibel units in order to linearize its nonlinear behavior for an easier inter-
pretability. Obviously, the above equations can also be rearranged to estimate the same parameters also for
data sets y and z.
Separating themeasurements into their signal and error components and relating them to each other allows
for a meaningful intercomparison of the “quality” of the data sets and also for understanding whether the
quality, for example, of retrievals from a certain satellite is driven by a low noise of the sensor or rather by a
very strong observed signal. An example of such a decomposition is shown in Figure A1.
A1.2. Example of MTC Error Decomposition for Near-Surface Speciﬁc Humidity
Typically, satellite data validation by means of collocation analysis requires the use of ground reference data.
Resulting RMSD (Esum) cannot be completely assigned to the satellite retrieval (Etot), as spurious contributions
of in situ measurement noise (Eins) and random collocation uncertainty (Ec)might substantially contribute to
the overall random uncertainty. In general, triple collocation analysis allows for estimating the magnitude of
the stochastic uncertainties in three data sets (see section 3.4.2). However, further decomposition of uncer-
tainties is not possible, because the system of equations is underrepresented with respect to the number of
unknowns.
In order to further enhance the uncertainty decomposition, and with that the actual retrieval uncertainty
estimation, Kinzel et al. [2016] developed the so called multiple triple collocation (MTC) method. This novel
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Figure A1. Example of the SNR (dB) of MetOp ASCAT soil moisture retrievals (top) decomposed into its signal (middle)
and noise (bottom) components.
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technique enables the quantiﬁcation of Ec, Eins, and Etot. In Kinzel et al. [2016] MTCwas applied to estimate Etot
of the near-surface humidity (qa) from HOAPS.
For this, selected hourly qa ship observations of themerged DWD-ICOADS data base (GermanMeteorological
Service (DWD)) [Woodruﬀ et al., 2011] are collocated to respective instantaneous HOAPS estimates. Temporal
and spatial decorrelation scales are set to dt = ±180min and dx = ±50 km, resulting from an autocorrelation
function analysis. On the basis of these scales, triplets are formed, which consist of (i) two independent ship
records and one satellite pixel (i.e., TC1) and (ii) a ship record along with two matching, independent satellite
records (i.e., TC2). The resulting TC1 triplets are sorted according to HOAPS qa magnitudes and subdivided
into 20 bins, where each segment includes 5% of all TC1 triplets. TC2 triplets are assigned to these segments,
depending on their HOAPS qa. The following processing steps (that is, equations (A5)–(A9)) are performed
separately for each of the 20 segments.
A bias correction with respect to the in situ source is performed, implying that the pairwise diﬀerences are
solely related to random uncertainty sources.
Generally, the variance of diﬀerences between two data sets x and y, Vxy , can be quantiﬁed as follows:
Vxy = var(x) + var(y) − 2cov(x, y) (A5)
To express each terms shown in equation (A5) as a sum of supposedly random uncertainties, the following
error models are assumed for in situ (s) and satellite (sat) data:
Es = Eins (A6a)
Esat = EM + EN (A6b)
As each of TC1 and TC2 allow three diﬀerent combinations of two data sources, equation (A5) can be applied
six times in total, using equations (A6a)–(A6b). This automatically gives rise to EC terms, as all Vxy are subject
to random collocation uncertainties. The following system of equation results for TC1 equations (A7a)–(A7c)
and TC2 equations (A8a)–(A8c):
Vs1,s2 = 2(Eins)2 + (EC)2 (A7a)
Vs1,sat = (Eins)2 + (EM)2 + (EN)2 + (EC)2 (A7b)
Vs2,sat = (Eins)2 + (EM)2 + (EN)2 + (EC)2 (A7c)
Vs,sat1 = (Eins)2 + (EM)2 + (EN)2 + (EC)2 (A8a)
Vs,sat2 = (Eins)2 + (EM)2 + (EN)2 + (EC)2 (A8b)
Vsat1,sat2 = 2(EN)2 + (EC)2 (A8c)
To solve equation (A8c) for EC , EN (constant) needs to be synthetically quantiﬁed [see Kinzel et al., 2016].
Next, Eins can be derived using equation (A7a). An arithmetic mean EM is subsequently derived from solving
equations (A7b)–(A8b). Finally, the random retrieval uncertainty results from
Etot =
√
(EM)2 + (EN)2 (A9)
As shown, Etot cannot be solved for using either only TC1 (i.e., equations (A7a)–(A7c)) or TC2 (i.e.,
equations (A8a)–(A8c)), which demonstrates the advantage of the MTC approach regarding a successful
decomposition of all random errors inherent to HOAPS qa.
The bin-wise random uncertainty decomposition is illustrated in Figure A2. It shows the fairly linear increase
of Eins with qa (yellow), whereas both EC (black) and Etot (red) maximize over the subtropical qa regime
of 12–17 g kg−1. A thorough discussion of this decomposition pattern and implications regarding the
assignment of instantaneous random retrieval uncertainties can be found in Kinzel et al. [2016].
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Figure A2. Decomposition of satellite- and MTC-related HOAPS qa (“hair”) error terms, based on MTC matchups
between 1995 and 2008, equatorward of 60∘N/S. The decomposition is based on 18,005 triplets per TC version per bin.
The strings at the top indicate overall arithmetic means of the individual random error contributions. Esum (brown)
represents the sum of Etot, EC , and Eins, that is the noncorrected overall random uncertainty. ©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.
Assumptions:
1. EM, EN, and EC are satellite independent and do not depend on each other.
2. EN is Gaussian distributed.
3. EC only incorporates uncertainties owing to dx and dt and is thus constant for each segment throughout
equations (A7a)–(A8c). EC is neither explicitly assigned to the ship observations nor the satellite records.
In fact, it is a result of the methodology.
4. The signal-to-noise ratios of both data sources are alike.
A2. Reducing the Representativeness Errors for Rainfall Estimates
The high spatial and temporal variability of precipitation particularly challenges its global monitoring.
Passivemicrowave satellite (PMW) sensors are therefore still indispensable for precipitationmonitoringdue to
their high global coverage. However, as indirect measurements, they require rigorous validation using more
direct in situ surface precipitation data. This example demonstrates a method to improve the spatial repre-
sentation of surface precipitation reference data along ship tracks in order to validate precipitation fromPMW
satellite data.
The spatial representativeness error arises when subsampling an area using a point or line measurement,
which is summarized in the long-standing point-to-area problem. Burdanowitz [2016] quantiﬁes this diﬀer-
ence using hypothetical ship tracks placed within a hypothetical PMW satellite pixel in the oceanic area of
a scanning S-Pol radar. The S-Pol was deployed on the Caribbean Island of Barbuda as part of the Rain In
Cumulus Clouds over the Ocean (RICO) [Rauber et al., 2007] campaign (Figure A3). From the comparison of
hypothetical satellite data and hypothetical along-track surface data, the diﬀerent representation of precip-
itation manifests in two ways. The ﬁrst way is whether or not precipitation in the satellite pixel is detected
along the track and, second, how the along-track precipitation rate compares to that within the simulated
satellite pixel.
The along-track detectability of precipitation strongly depends on the length of the ship track on the one
hand, and the observed meteorological conditions on the other hand. Longer ship tracks associated with a
higher ship speed increase the chance of detecting a rain shower within the satellite pixel by the reference
measurements. The track’s orientation might matter if the rain showers tend to orient in elongated patterns.
Generally, the along-track detectability increases for widespread homogeneous precipitating areas in con-
trast to clustered showers. However, without ancillary data of the spatial precipitation distribution within the
satellite pixel, the along-track detectability of precipitation cannot be increased.
The quantitative track-area comparison leads to two statistical adjustments applied on the reference data.
These adjustments ensure that an along-track precipitation rate reasonably represents the precipitation esti-
mate derived from a PMW satellite sensor. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst adjustment uses the precipitation event
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Figure A3. Simulation framework of point-to-area inﬂuence on spatial precipitation representation. The surveillance
scan from S-Pol radar of RICO contains a red box exemplifying a typical PMW satellite pixel (50 km in diameter). The
enlarged box illustrates 16 randomly chosen hypothetical ship tracks of 60 radar pixels in length, corresponding to a
typical ship movement of 24 km h−1.
duration along the ship track. This adjustment increases theweight of statistically undersampled short-lasting
showers whereas it decreases the weight of statistically oversampled long-lasting showers both along the
track. The second adjustment corrects overrepresented and underrepresented precipitation intensities along
the track. For this adjustment, a reliable precipitation phase distinction for the surface reference data is
required [Burdanowitz et al., 2016]. Both statistical adjustments can strongly reduce the sum of the squared
errors for the track area precipitation by more than 80%.
These statistical adjustments were derived for the validation of precipitation from an interim version of
HOAPS 3.2 satellite data [Andersson et al., 2010; Fennig et al., 2012] prolonged to 2015 using the Ocean Rainfall
And Ice-phase precipitation measurement Network (OceanRAIN; [Klepp, 2015]) as surface reference data.
The validation procedure follows four major steps, described in Burdanowitz [2016]. First, a collocation serves
to match both data sets in time and space. Second, an along-track averaging over all OceanRAIN ship mea-
surements collocated to a single HOAPS pixel ensures the optimal spatial coverage for the validation. Third,
applying the statistical adjustments to the OceanRAIN along-track averaged precipitation rate makes the
reference data better representative of the area of aHOAPS satellite pixel. Fourth, the lower PMWsensor sensi-
tivity inHOAPS requires an exclusion ofOceanRAINprecipitation rates below0.3mmh−1. As a consequence of
the non-Gaussian distribution of precipitation, this cut-oﬀ strongly reduces the remaining number of samples
to a global number of a few hundreds out of initially 5 million minutes from OceanRAIN. For these remain-
ing samples, HOAPS underestimates the precipitation rate by about 13%with an uncertainty lying in a similar
range. However, in a direct comparison of individual cases, HOAPS false detections point at OceanRAIN ship
tracks that appear to not capture theprecipitating areaswithin theHOAPSpixel. Solving this remaining aspect
of the point-to-area problemwould require additional high-resolution sampling of surface precipitation data
in order to identify the spatial structure of precipitation within a HOAPS satellite pixel.
This example should serve as general guidance to address the point-to-area problem associatedwith the vali-
dationof precipitationor other non-Gaussianparameters fromsatellite data usingpoint-like surface reference
data. In that respect, future satellite validation applications can proﬁt in a larger scope.
A3. Total Ozone Column Validation: Using an OSSE to Quantify Colocation Mismatch
In the validation of atmospheric data sets, the diﬀerences between satellite and ground-based reference
measurements can usually not be confronted directly with the reported measurement uncertainties: For all
reasonable colocation criteria, i.e., those resulting in a suﬃciently large number of comparison pairs, onemust
also take into account the additional diﬀerences due to colocation mismatch, i.e., diﬀerences in spatiotem-
poral sampling and smoothing of the variable and inhomogeneous atmospheric ﬁeld. A possible approach
to quantify these additional uncertainty terms is by performing an Observing System Simulation Experiment
(OSSE). This method consists in (1) the creation of appropriate observation operators, which quantify the
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Figure A4. Error budget of comparisons between GODFITv3 GOME-2/MetOp-A satellite total ozone columns and
colocated Brewer (daily mean) ground-based measurements from the NDACC station at Izana, Canary Islands. For this
illustration, a typical maximum colocation distance of 500 km was imposed. The top panel contains the 3 month
running median on the diﬀerences, the bottom panel the spread (as an interpercentile). Black lines show the statistics
of the observed diﬀerences, the colored lines the diﬀerent components of the error budget, as simulated with an OSSE
approach. While the combined measurement uncertainty (magenta) does not account for the observed comparison
spread, the error budget can be closed by including the errors due to colocation mismatch (sampling and smoothing
diﬀerences). Note that the large median error of approximately 3% is a consequence of the mountain top location of
the Brewer (direct Sun) instrument, due to which it misses the lower part of the column seen by the satellite measuring
down to sea level.
actual 4-D extent ofmeasurement sensitivity of eachmeasurement, (2) application of these observation oper-
ators onhigh-resolutionglobal griddedﬁelds, e.g., froma reanalysis, to simulate the individualmeasurements,
and (3) quantifying the diﬀerences between these simulated measurements in an exact copy of the actual
validation exercise. When no measurement errors are included in the simulated measurements, this allows
an estimate of the diﬀerences due solely to colocation mismatch. When also including measurement errors
(randomly generated within the measurement uncertainty), one can close the error budget and check to
what extent both data sets really agree. This approach was explored for the validation of total ozone column
products by Verhoelst et al. [2015], and an application of the method on a particular case study of total ozone
column validation is shown here in Figure A4.
Figure A4 illustrates that at ﬁrst sight, the spread on the diﬀerences (black line in the bottom panel) is not
consistent with combined reported measurement uncertainties (magenta line). However, when taking into
account the simulated sampling (orange) and smoothing (blue) diﬀerences, the total error budget (green)
does agree with the observed spread on the diﬀerences. Similarly, the 3 month median on the diﬀerences
(top panel), which is used as a proxy of systematic errors (on at least a seasonal time scale), is in excellent
agreement with the simulation, suggesting negligible systematic errors in the satellite data set.
A4. Indirect Validation of Soil Moisture—SM2RAIN
The validation of coarse resolution satellite soilmoisture products is hamperedby the unavailability of ground
soil moisture observations in many regions, their low density and the low representativeness of point mea-
surements for larger area. Diﬀerent approaches have been therefore developed to either upscale in situ
measurements of soil moisture (see Crow et al. [2012], for a review) or downscale coarse resolution soil mois-
ture data [Peng et al., 2017]. The rainfall observation networks are however much more developed than soil
moisture networks and allow the assessment of satellite rainfall product on a regular grid basis. Through the
SM2RAIN algorithm [Brocca et al., 2014], we are able to obtain rainfall estimates directly from soil moisture
observations by inverting the soil water balance equation. Therefore, SM2RAIN provides a method for the
indirect validation of satellite soil moisture products through rainfall data.
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Figure A5. Correlation maps between daily rainfall estimates obtained by ground observations (India Meteorological
Department) and satellite soil moisture products, via SM2RAIN, by ASCAT (Advavanced SCATterometer), SMAP
(Soil Moisture Active and Passive), SMOS (Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity), and AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer 2) in India. The higher the correlation, the higher the expected quality of satellite soil moisture products.
The validation with rainfall data allows to perform the assessment of satellite soil moisture products at the continental
scale on a regular grid of 0.25∘.
Figure A5 shows an example of indirect validation of four satellite soil moisture products obtained by ASCAT
(Advavanced SCATterometer), SMAP (Soil Moisture Active and Passive), SMOS (Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity),
and AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2) in India in the common period from April to
December 2015. Speciﬁcally, for each satellite soil moisture product, we calibrated the parameter values of
SM2RAIN algorithm in order to reproduce observed rainfall provided by the India Meteorological Depart-
ment (IMD). Theminimization of RMSE between observed and estimated rainfall is used as objective function.
Therefore, for each satellite soil moisture product we computed a daily rainfall product that can be compared
with ground rainfall data used as benchmark. In Figure A5 the daily Pearson correlationmaps for each product
are shown. The higher the correlation (blue values), the higher the agreement between observed and esti-
mated rainfall. Indirectly, higher correlations mean better quality of the corresponding satellite soil moisture
product. For instance, from Figure A5 it can be inferred that AMSR2 performs the best (median correlation
equal to 0.57) followed by ASCAT (0.53) and SMAP (0.49). The lower performance of SMOS (0.31) should be
attributed to the inﬂuence of Radio Frequency Interferences that, during 2015, aﬀected the northern and
southern parts of India.
The example shown here highlights the good potential of indirect methods for the validation of satellite
products. Indeed, by using groundmeasurements, a grid-based validation of satellite soil moisture data is not
feasible. By using rainfall observations and SM2RAIN, the validation canbe carried out at continental and even
global scales.
A5. Consistent Retrieval of Land Surface Variables
An example for the joint retrieval of a consistent set of land surface variables is provided by the Joint
Research Centre Two-stream Inversion Package (JRC-TIP) [Pinty et al., 2007, 2008]. The package is built around
a one-dimensional representation (called two-stream scheme) [Pinty et al., 2006] of the radiative transfer of
the canopy-soil system in the optical domain. Such two-stream radiative transfer schemes are part of the
terrestrial components of state-of-art climate and numerical weather prediction models.
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In a given spectral band, the two streammodel represents the state of the canopy-soil systemby the spectrally
invariant Leaf Area Index (LAI), the spectrally variable single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor of the
canopy as well as the albedo of the background. From these variables the model simulates the partitioning
of the incoming solar energy between the canopy and the soil. In particular, it simulates the ﬂuxes of radia-
tion reﬂected by, transmitted through, and absorbed by the canopy and that absorbed by the background.
The three canopy variables are so-called eﬀective variables, meaning that their values are selected such that
observed ﬂuxes are accurately simulated. By contrast, the background albedo is a true variable.
The JRC-TIP can use any combination of available ﬂuxes in multiple spectral bands as observational con-
straints. The inversion adapts the model’s state variables to minimize a misﬁt function that quantiﬁes the
diﬀerence between observations and their model-simulated counterparts and the deviation from prior infor-
mation on the state variables. Once the state is retrieved, in a second step, the model is used to simulate a
consistent set of radiant ﬂuxes. This means, that JRC-TIP delivers a set of state variables and ﬂuxes that is con-
sistentwith thephysics of the radiative transfermodel. In particular, this ensures conservationof energy. In the
misﬁt function, the model data misﬁt is weighted in inverse proportion to the data uncertainty, i.e., the sum
of the observational uncertainty and the uncertainty due to model error, while the deviation from the prior
is weighed in inverse proportion to the prior uncertainty. This allow approximation of (by the inverse of the
misﬁt function’s second derivative) the uncertainty in the retrieved (or posterior) model state. The posterior
state uncertainty is then (by a linearization of the model) mapped forward to the posterior ﬂux uncertainty.
JRC-TIP thus delivers a full PDF description in the combined state and ﬂux space.
Typical input available from space are albedos in the visible and the near-infrared broad bands. In this con-
ﬁguration the package has been applied to input albedos derived from MODIS [Pinty et al., 2007, 2008,
2011a, 2011b], MISR [Pinty et al., 2007, 2008], and Globalbedo [Disney et al., 2016]. Applications to MODIS and
Globalbedo were at global scale in 1 km resolution.
The validation of JRC-TIP products is conducted at four levels (see Kaminski et al. [2017], for details):
1. Assessment of the quality of the two-stream model against benchmarks provided by comprehensive
three-dimensional Monte Carlo model simulations [Pinty et al., 2001;Widlowski et al., 2007, 2011].
2. Comparison of retrieved variables against in situ observations. Owing to the consistency of the retrieved
state variables and ﬂuxes, we can use observations for any of them to validate the entire set of derived
products. Pinty et al. [2011c] demonstrates this procedure for observations of direct transmission collected
over a 400m transect in amixed deciduous beech forest in easternGermany. The observations provide only
limited spatial sampling of the MODIS 1 km cell over which the retrieval is performed. Also, the temporal
coverage is limited so that the observations from several yearswere transformed to a standard year through
a statical procedure called Random Forest Algorithm.
3. Comparison of the variables retrieved from diﬀerent albedo input, as demonstrated over selected sites for
inputs fromMODIS and MISR by Pinty et al. [2007, 2008].
4. Comparison against products derived with alternative retrieval approaches [see, e.g., Disney et al., 2016].
A6. Temporal Stability Assessments
A6.1. Stability of the METEOSAT Multidecadal Albedo Record
A multidecadal data product of surface albedo derived from geostationary satellite observations is available
from EUMETSAT [Govaerts et al., 2008; Lattanzio et al., 2015]. Observations from geostationary satellites have
enabled the retrieval of surface albedo since 1982 and therefore make it an important information source for
climate studies. Details on the Meteosat surface albedo (MSA) retrieval scheme and data product validation
are available in the literature [Loew and Govaerts, 2010; Lattanzio et al., 2013, 2015]. A unique feature of the
MSA product is that it provides quantitative uncertainty information on a per pixel basis. Details how this
uncertainty information is calculated is provided in Govaerts and Lattanzio [2007].
Long-term time series of the MSA product are available for two spatial domains. The ﬁrst one (0DEG) has its
nadir location at approximately 0∘ longitude above the equator and covers mainly Africa and Europe, while
the so-called Indian ocean coverage (IODC) is centered at either 57∘E or 63∘E, dependent on the satellite
location and covers mainly large parts of Africa, the Arabian peninsula as well as large parts of southern and
central Asia.
Results of a temporal stability analysis result based on a number of 1627 sites of the SAVS database [Loew
et al., 2016] are provided in Figure A6 for both the 0DEG and IODC coverage. A total of 331 of these sites were
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Figure A6. Results of temporal stability analysis for SAVS sites covered by the MSA data set for the 0DEG and the IODC
coverage. GCOS criteria is met (green), GCOS criteria is not met (red).
found to meet either the absolute or relative GCOS criteria [WMO, 2011] which corresponds to roughly 20%
of the investigated sites. These are indicated in green in Figure A6. They cover a wide range of latitudes and
are located in both, the 0DEG and IODC Meteosat footprints.
The temporal stability was estimated by calculating the probability that the statistical estimator for the tem-
poral stability 𝛽 is smaller than a predeﬁned threshold. A weighted least squares regression approach was
used for the estimation of 𝛽 , which allows the uncertainties of each data sample to be explicitly taken into
account. It was found that the quantitative uncertainty information in the MSA data product signiﬁcantly
helps to obtain more robust estimators for the long-term stability (𝛽).
A6.2. Sea Surface Temperature
Stability in the SST data record is critical for climate applications assessing long-term trends in surface temper-
atures, with GCOS stability requirements for SST as an Essential Climate Variable (ECV) of <0.03 K per decade
over spatial scales of 100 km [WorldMeteorologicalOrganization, 2016]. TheAlong-Track Scanning Radiometer
Reprocessing for Climate (ARC) and European Space Agency Sea Surface Temperature (SST) Climate Change
Initiative (CCI) projects both provide EO SST data sets for climate, constructed using observations from series
of satellite instruments [Merchant et al., 2014, 2012]. Several things are important for achieving a stable SST
record from EO data: ﬁrst, harmonization between satellite instruments in a series; second, correction for sen-
sor drift; and third, time-of-day adjustment to ensure stable samplingwithin the diurnal cycle [Merchant et al.,
2014]. EO SST data set stability can be assessed with reference to in situ data, but globally this is challenging
and not possible at spatial scales of 100 km, as in situ observation networks are often not designed to meet
climate stability requirements, e.g., data coverage, length of record, and accuracy of measurements [Kennedy,
2013]. Multidecadal stability for both the ARC and SST CCI data sets is assessed in the Paciﬁc only, using tropi-
cal moored buoy SSTmeasurements at 1m depth. The target stability for ARC SSTs of 0.005 K yr−1, wasmet in
the tropics from1994 to 2010 [Merchant et al., 2012], and the L4 analysis product from the SSTCCI project, con-
taining blended data from several satellite instrument records had a stability of (0.1 < trend < 0.32 mK yr−1)
over the 1995–2010 period [Rayner et al., 2014].
A6.3. Water Vapor
Water vapor is themost important greenhouse gas, is playing a dominant role in feedbackmechanism related
to climate change, and thus is a key variable for climate analysis. Its relevance is reﬂected in a large number
of available data records (see, e.g., www.gewex-vap.org/). In the following exemplary results from the analysis
of the stability of water vapor, data records are shown. The ﬁrst example for the assessment of the tem-
poral stability is taken from the GEWEX water vapor assessment (G-VAP). Details on G-VAP can be found at
www.gewex-vap.org and in Schröder et al. [2016a, 2016b].
Within G-VAP the trend estimation largely follows the work of Weatherhead et al. [1998] and Mieruch et al.
[2014]. The estimation of the trend uncertainty considers the noise as computed from the anomaly and auto-
correlation, also followingWeatherhead et al. [1998]. Trend estimation is applied as a tool to identify stability
issues in the data records; climate change is not discussed.
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Figure A7. Mean absolute diﬀerence of trend estimates using 11 data records. The 11 data records include NCEP
reanalysis CFSR, ECMWF reanalyses ERA-Interim and ERA-20C, Japanese reanalysis JRA55, the NASA reanalyses MERRA
and MERRA-2 (MERRA MA, MERRA-M2), HIRS based product from NASA (NNHIRS), and the combined satellite,
ground-based, and in situ data record NVAPM from CSU [updated from Schröder et al., 2016b].
Also, the relation between saturation vapor pressure and temperature, expressed by the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, can be used to estimate the expected change in TCWV given the change in temperature. Assuming
constant relative humidity and pressure, the change in saturation vapor pressure depends on the air temper-
ature and the change of the air temperature. Given a change in air temperature of 1 K, the expected change
inmixing ration is 6% at 300 K and 7.5% at 275 K. This relation can be computed as regression of TCWV in per-
cent and SST in Kelvin. Prior to the regression, the SST and TCWV anomaly time series are smoothed with a
12 month low-pass ﬁlter as inMears et al. [2007]. A series of additional assumptions need to be applied when
relating changes in SST to changes in TCWV. These are described in, e.g.,Mieruch et al. [2014]. A comparison
with theoretical expectations are a valuable sanity check but the underlying assumptions need to be kept
in mind.
The PenalizedMaximal F test [Wang, 2008a, 2008b] is utilized to detect break points, because it can be applied
to time series of (deseasonalized) anomalies andof anomalydiﬀerences andbecause it doesnot require super-
vision. Here break points are considered if the associated level of signiﬁcance is 0.05 or smaller. Then, the null
hypothesis of a break free time series needs to be rejected. For each break point detected, the PMF test returns
the size of the shift in the model ﬁtted to the time series at the break point. Then, the step size relative to the
variability, further called break size, is computed. Homogeneity, i.e., the presence of breakpoints is assessed
on the basis of anomaly diﬀerences. As references, HOAPS-3.2 observations (over ocean) and ERA-Interim
reanalysis (over land) have been used.
Prior to analyses the data records have been regridded onto a common grid over the common period
1988–2008 [Schröder et al., 2016a]. The utilized data records are listed in the caption of Figure A7.
Results of the trend estimation are shown in Figure A7. The mean absolute diﬀerence among the trend esti-
mates from 11 data records exhibits small diﬀerences in the extratropics, medium diﬀerences in parts of
the subtropics and tropics and regional maxima over South America, Central Africa, Sahara, and the Arabian
Peninsula. Among others, the homogeneity was analyzed using regional anomaly diﬀerence time series over
Central Africa (marked with a black box in Figure A7). As shown in Schröder et al. [2016b] various break points
are observed which diﬀer among data records, in sign and break size and as a function of time. The latter
indicates that ERA-Interim, used here as reference to compute anomalies, is (typically) not causing the break
points. Also, the break points frequently coincide with changes in the observing system. It is emphasized that
the time, the sign, and the break size of break points are typically a function of region and data record and are
typically not evident on global scale. It is obviously important to verify the homogeneity and the stability on
global and all regional scales [Schröder et al., 2016a, 2016b].
More generally, Schröder et al. [2016b] concluded that on regional and global ice-free ocean scales the TCWV
trend estimates are often signiﬁcantly diﬀerent among the diﬀerent data records and that these diﬀerences
were typically found to be caused by breakpoints or series of breakpoints. Not surprisingly all data records
exhibit regressionvaluesoutside the theoretically expected range, except theHOAPSandREMSSdata records.
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Figure A8. Time series of mean diﬀerence between TCWV from HOAPS-4 and REMSS v7. The red line shows the slope
from linear regression and the requirement (0.08 kg/m2) is used to deﬁne the grey-shaded area.
The secondexample on the examinationof stability comes fromEUMETSAT’s CMSAF.WithinCMSAF theprod-
uct requirements, the metric and the reference data records, are deﬁned in an external review process. More
speciﬁcally, the CM SAF long-term data records are compared to a variety of reference data records, mainly
because a data record with global coverage, known uncertainties, and bias-free at all scales is not available.
In order to allow a unique conclusion regarding the requirements, a single data record is explicitly deﬁned
for compliance testing to requirements. For TCWV the microwave-based product from REMSS, in version 7,
is used, among others, to verify stability. The (optimal) stability requirement has been derived as follows:
As described above the functional relationship between saturation water vapor pressure and temperature
expressedby theClausius-Clapeyronequation leads to the expectation that TCWV increasesby approximately
7% per 1 K increase of the global mean temperature. With a warming rate of 0.2∘C/decade this is equivalent
to an increase of 1.4%/decade. Using a factor of 0.2 [Ohring et al., 2005] yields a stability requirement of
0.078 kg/m2 (0.28%), which has been rounded to 0.08 kg/m2.
The HOAPS-4 data record has been regridded to the REMSS grid. Then, the mean diﬀerence has been com-
puted as global monthly averages of all valid, collocated pairs using the cosine of the latitude as weight.
The slope is the output of a linear regression which does not consider uncertainties of the input nor outliers.
The probability that the slope, here the stability, is smaller than the requirement is estimated based on the
uncertainty of the slope and the requirement. Figure A8 shows the time series of themean diﬀerence, the lin-
ear regression and as shaded area the requirement. The actual stability is 0.008 ± 0.007 kg/m2/decade. The
probability that the slope is smaller than the requirement is >99%, and thus, the requirement is fulﬁlled.
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